Therme Art is the cultural incubator of Therme Group. Responsible for the
outreach to creative communities, it curates forums between culture,
science and society and works with internationally renowned artists and
architects, as well as emerging talents, to commission and develop sitespecific artistic projects that challenge the limitations of conventional
exhibition spaces and redefine contemporary art viewing. Therme Art
provides the resources and means required to fulfil artists’ visions which
cannot be realised in galleries or museums, regardless of their complexity,
production, installation, and long-term maintenance.
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ABOUT
THERME GROUP
Therme Group is a global wellbeing leader, designing,
constructing and operating the world’s most
technologically advanced and sustainable wellbeing
facilities. As much as delivering landmark
entertainment and wellbeing destinations, Therme
integrates culture, nature, water and technology to
create a natural urban oasis that benefits all vistors’
mental and physical health.
Therme’s focus on creating healthy and resilient
communities is supported by its use of innovative
sustainable technologies and human-oriented design.
This creates affordable and inclusive environments
which welcome several million visitors every year.
Drawing on ancient and global traditions of thermal
bathing, Therme is an egalitarian setting for visitors of
all ages and demographics to meet, socialise and share
ideas in an environment of ‘wellbeing for all’.
For more than 20 years the Therme concept has been
redefining wellbeing, becoming an essential part of daily
life for millions of people. The Group has active locations
throughout Europe and multiple large-scale projects in
development worldwide, including mainland Europe, the
UK, North America and Asia Pacific.

Above and following pages: Therme Toronto Visualisations
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THERME
FACILITIES
Therme Group’s facilities are amongst the world’s
largest attractions, built and operated at the highest
level of quality and sustainability. The new generation
of Therme Facilities are the first water wellness
facilities to be awarded the LEED Platinum
certification, making Therme Group the only fully
sustainable thermal wellbeing provider to date.

Innovation

Structural and technical innovations are in constant
development by Therme Group’s leading team
of architects and engineers— who are dedicated to
conceiving and constructing sustainable infrastructure
that aims to change the future of our urban landscapes
with the mission of promoting collective health
and wellbeing.

Therme facilities are proof of seminal engineering
achievements, having successfully developed and
implemented the largest retractable glass roof and
façade to ever be produced and introduced into a
seismic zone, spanning over 900m2.

Sustainability
The architecture of Therme facilities is characterised
by verified sustainable approaches to building and
operating. Consistently exceeding sustainability
standards, its focus also relies on responsible sourcing
of building materials, highly efficient glazing, advanced
water management, innovational energy management
and independent energy production.

Advanced Water Management
Therme facilities rate amongst the lowest in water
consumption due to recirculating water treatment
technologies, rainwater usage, greywater reusage,
wastewater technologies, and water consumption
regulators in showers, lavatories, and kitchens.

Certifications
Therme facilities are actively reaching the highest
standards of certification, from the LEED Platinum
certification, the accreditation of Health and Safety
from the German TÜV standards, to the ESPA
(European Spa Association) certification for Service,
Safety, Hygiene & Infrastructure.

Left and following pages: Therme Facilities
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Therme Art collaborates with Impact One, MYND, Ikona Collection and One Health
Research Centre to develop transdisciplinary projects, commissions and events at the
intersection of urban development, art, culture, science and environmental
sustainability, and brings together leading experts across fields through its curated
programme of Wellbeing Culture Forum talks.

Impact One is an impact investment initiative that focuses on projects in
innovation, infrastructure and culture to address human and environmental
wellbeing, and to provide a key driving force towards the achievement of the net
zero economy and the Sustainable Development Goals. Using cutting-edge urban
infrastructure and technology, such as Therme Group’s Wellbeing Centers, Impact
One creates social infrastructure in cities around the world as evidence-based
models of a health-promoting and climate-positive urban experience.

Ikona Collection is an art collection and infrastructure to support the seed
financing of early-stage art projects. Chaired by Simon de Pury, Ikona Collection
curates a long term lending library of the most relevant artworks of the late 20th
and 21st century and acts as a patron of artistic production and artist
development, playing a vital role in the validation and preservation of culture.

MYND is a joint venture between Therme Group and neuroscience pioneer
MindMaze that integrates groundbreaking neuroscience technology into a holistic
approach to wellbeing aimed at methodically redefining the role of preventive
health in our culture and society. Under its initiative MYND, Therme Mind adapts
MindMaze’s medical-grade neurotechnology for application in architecture, design,
and arts projects, to create digital, multi-sensorial solutions that promote mental
and physical wellbeing.

PARTNERSHIPS

ACQUISITIONS

Therme Art is proud of the partnerships it holds with
leading international organisations and institutions
that support and reinforce the production of the arts
and culture. Through its ongoing partnerships, Therme
Art fosters and encourages open dialogue with the
intention of developing sustainable and long-term
solutions for reshaping our future cities. By bringing
together the expertise of artists, architects, scientists
and urban developers, Therme Art’s network of
international initiatives broadens the conversation
regarding the future of our built environments and the
new vision for city planning.

Through Therme Group’s Acquisitions programme,
Therme Art highlights internationally renowned
artists and architects who are bridging the gap
between art, architecture, and wellbeing across urban
environments through their own work. Recent
acquisitions such as the annual Serpentine Pavilion
architecture commissions illuminate what is visionary
and urgent in art and architecture for the future
wellbeing of cities and urban environments. As such,
they serve as ongoing inspiration for Therme Group’s
urban development projects worldwide which aim to
create environments that nurture visitors’ minds and
bodies and promote healthy and resilient
communities.

WELLBEING CULTURE
FORUMS & THERME
WORKSHOPS

EVENTS

Wellbeing Culture Forums and Therme Workshops are
part of Therme Art’s year-round programming platform
instigated to broaden conversations surrounding art,
architecture, sustainability and the future of our urban
environments. Through a series of curated talks and
discussions, Wellbeing Culture Forum brings together
leading creative minds in visual art, sound, design,
architecture and city planning, as well as science and
philosophy, to discuss the global challenges facing our
built environment in an effort to create a manifesto for
new city development. Therme Workshops are focused
gatherings and brainstorming sessions that examine
city planning through the contribution of its facilities,
considering their innovative integration of art
experiences, as well as their holistic approach towards
building technologies.

Therme Art hosts a wide variety of events in
collaboration with its network of leading partner
institutions and creatives. It brings together
international communities through transdisciplinary
experiences that incorporate elements of production
across art, science, technology, culture and
environmental sustainability. Therme Art’s events aim
to showcase the ways in which art and culture are at
the heart of producing wellbeing.

The One Health Research Centre (OHRC) is a centre dedicated to research and
innovation based on the interdependency of environmental and human health
according to the principle of One Health, which recognises the interdependent
nature of health for humans, animals, plants and their environment. The One Health
Research Centre is powered by Therme One Health and Therme Group’s health and
sustainability initiative, and was founded jointly by the University of Greifswald and
IKEM and the Institute for Climate Protection, Energy and Mobility.

The Wellbeing Culture Forum, launched in May 2020, gathers inspired individuals
from the arts, sciences and beyond to facilitate invigorating dialogue on the most
pressing cultural issues of our time. The Forum’s panel discussions, co-curated by
Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Hans Ulrich Obrist, are rooted in the creation of
multidisciplinary solutions for restoring health and wellbeing to our urban and
natural environments. Inclusivity, impact, and diversity of perspectives are at the
heart of the Wellbeing Culture Forum’s mission, to build community, share
resources and generate widespread positive impact
14

Free Future Cities, Therme Workshop, Bauer Palladio. Photography
© Chiara Farronato
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OUR NETWORK

Back to the Body: Human-Oriented Forms
in Art, Design and Architecture, Wellbeing
Culture Forum, Design Miami/ 2018.
Photography © Alejandro Chavarria, World
Red Eye

Therme Art is pleased to work with a network of leading organisations
in strengthening its mission of supporting the art community, helping to
foster an open dialogue in order to develop sustainable and creative
solutions for our future cities.

Top: Therme Toronto
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Hans Ulrich Obrist, Back to the Body:
Human-Oriented Forms in Art,
Design and Architecture, Wellbeing
Culture Forum, Design Miami/ 2018.
Photography © Alejandro Chavarria,
World Red Eye

L AUNCH

Therme Art Launch at Frieze Art
& Architecture Conference
October 2017, London, UK

During the 2017 Frieze Art & Architecture Conference,
for which it served as an associate partner, Therme Art
was launched at The Royal Institution of Great Britain.
As one of the leading platforms connecting art
and architecture today, the Frieze Art & Architecture
Conference was the ideal context to inaugurate the
programme. During the event, an introduction to Therme
Art was provided by Professor Sarah Wilson (Courtauld
Institute of Art, London), along with a discussion
featuring some of the programme’s participating
artists, including Icelandic artist Egill Sæbjörnsson,
as well as Lev Evzovich and Evgeny Svyatsky of
the Russian art collective AES+F.

Egill Sæbjörnsson, Artist

Therme Art Launch, The Royal Institution of Great Britain

Model of Therme Facility

Model photos © Drucilla Burrel, event photos © Jason Spoor
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Free Future Cities in Partnership
with The British Council

Free Future Cities
at Bauer Palladio

September 2018, Venice, Italy

September 2018, Venice, Italy

The British Council works with over 100 countries
to encourage cultural, scientific, technological,
and educational cooperation with the United Kingdom,
improving international access to education, skills,
qualifications and culture.

Following the Free Future Cities panel discussion,
a Therme Workshop at Bauer Palladio explored the
relationship between humans and nature, and its
potential to induce a transformation in contemporary
life.

To mark the beginning of Therme Art’s partnership
with The British Council, the Wellbeing Culture Forum
Free Future Cities was held at the British Pavilion
during The British Council’s Island programme within
the 16th International Architecture Exhibition.

The workshop’s first portion was led by Stefano Mancuso,
Author and Professor of Botany at the University
of Florence. Mancuso’s insights on plant neurobiology
and signalling served as a framework for a discussion
of biomimicry, a form of design modelled on
biological structures.

Using the Biennale’s concept of Freespace as a starting
point, the Wellbeing Culture Forum brought together a
group of leading voices from art, architecture and
science to discuss architecture and city planning. The
panellists were Hans Ulrich Obrist, Stefano Mancuso,
Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Lonneke Gordijn, Peter
St John, Michaela de Pury, and Robert C. Hanea,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Curator of Therme Art, served
as moderator, alongside Sara Faraj, Secretary of the
Therme Art Advisory Board.

The second portion of the workshop was led by
the artist Lonneke Gordijn of Studio Drift and examined
how art can use technology to access a more thorough
understanding of natural life.

“We are more part of the natural system than we often
realise. How we behave, make choices, what we develop,
what we make, what drives us and why we feel certain
things, are very much reflected in everything that we
consider nature around us. Almost everything on earth
has the same drive and cycle of existence. We are all
part of the same evolution. Technology, architecture,
art, everything we develop, successes or failures,
exists in the same system of striving towards progress
and comes from a driving force that makes us want to
rise above ourselves.”
— LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift

Lonneke Gordijn, Studio Drift Photography
© Chiara Farronato

The British Pavilion: ISLAND British Council. Photography © Hélène Binet
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“It’s a synergy actually, it’s a symbiosis, to get together
and create the ultimate role model in terms of on
the one hand having technology, but on the other hand
getting the dreams of artists in to optimise it, not just
doing a grey zone product but basically to upscale it.”
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“If you look at how we are dividing the work of art and
architecture, an architect is called to give an answer,
but an artist is called to question. What we are doing
with our spaces is creating a platform where it is free
to ask questions.”

— MICHAELA DE PURY, Art Advisor

— ROBERT C. HANEA, President and CEO, Therme Group

05
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“The twentieth century was all about manifestos, and manifestos are
all about loud proclamations. The twenty-first century has to be more
about listening: listening to the planet.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director, Serpentine

03

“The technology is just the canvas in order
to see eternal principles. It is interesting
because art was always observing nature,
art was always imitating nature and for this
imitation process, it’s also a process
of understanding itself.”

06

“We’re really looking at ways to work with artists and
architects together. Multi and trans-disciplinary artists often
understand how cities work and how engineering works – it’s
kind of a long cry from studio artists who are working on their
own. Artists are right up there at the front of the conversation.”

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Vice President, Therme
Group and CEO & Curator, Therme Art

— MOLLIE DENT-BROCKLEHURST, Pace
07

“We talked a lot about creating public spaces and
city planning to be able to implement art and plant life
into public spaces and we all came to the idea that
we need a holistic overview and different disciplines to
merge together to have this overview.”

“I think architects can help artists to engage
in another way in the physical world.”
— PETER ST JOHN, Architect

— SARA FARAJ, Secretary of the Therme Art Advisory Board
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“By using visitors of an exhibition as a subject
of an experiment, you are introducing a kind of ritual
in the exhibition…by obliging people to be part
of an experiment, they become part of a new ritual
that obliges them to follow different steps. It’s like
making a kind of structure to something that is normally
pretty free.”
— STEFANO MANCUSO, Author and Professor of Botany,
University of Florence
09

“With every attempt we come closer and we try
to understand more and more what it is that makes
us attached to the work and to the environment,
because that’s what we do when we look at the waves
or the starlings. It’s something we recognise in ourselves,
it’s who we are and that’s what we connect with.”
— LONNEKE GORDIJN, Artist, Studio Drift

01 Robert C. Hanea, Therme Group 02 Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Therme Art 03 Sara Faraj, Therme Art
04 Peter St John, Architect 05 Hans Ulrich Obrist, Serpentine 06 Michaela de Pury, Art Advisor
07 Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Pace 08 Stefano Mancuso, University of Florence 09 Lonneke Gordijn, Studio Drift
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SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018

2018 Serpentine Pavilion Designed
by Frida Escobedo, in Partnership
with Serpentine
October 2018, London, UK

Therme Art is a proud partner of the Serpentine and
has become one of the key supporters of the
Serpentine Pavilion programme, aiding its mission to
show that architecture, free of conventional
boundaries, can become art, as well as play a creative
role in future city planning.
In October 2018, Therme Group announced its
acquisition of the 2018 Serpentine Pavilion designed
by Frida Escobedo. The announcement was made
during the Serpentine Galleries’ Frieze VIP Breakfast,
on the occasion of the opening of Frieze Art Fair. It
featured remarks by Yana Peel; Hans Ulrich Obrist,
Artistic Director of Serpentine; Frida Escobedo,
Architect of the 2018 Serpentine Pavilion; and
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO & Curator of Therme Art.
“Creating public space is one of the biggest challenges
in the future of city planning and city development.
The Serpentine Pavilion programme addresses this
topic in a very creative and innovative way. The social
inclusion that (Frida’s) pavilion represents fully reflects
the values of our company.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

Next Page: Serpentine Pavilion 2018, designed by Frida Escobedo, Serpentine Gallery, London (15 June–7 October,

2018) © Frida Escobedo, Taller de Arquitectura. Photography © 2018 Rafael Gamo
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The 2018 Pavilion by Mexican architect Frida Escobedo
draws inspiration from the domestic architecture
of her home country, with its pivoted axis referring to
the Prime Meridian, established in 1851 at Greenwich
to become the global standard marker of time and
geographical distance. The Pavilion’s design is
intended to enhance the viewer’s sensorial experience
by emphasising the movement of natural sunlight
and shadows, turning the building into a timepiece that
charts the passing day.
“One of the first things that came to my mind when
we were speaking with Therme Group is that the
Pavilion is going to remain in constant interaction with
people and that was one very important thing to me.”
— FRIDA ESCOBEDO, Architect

Championing new ideas in contemporary art since
it opened in 1970, Serpentine has presented a wide
range of work from emerging practitioners
to the most internationally recognised artists and
architects of our time. In addition to a seasonal
exhibitions programme of eight shows per year,
during the summer months Serpentine presents its
annual Serpentine Pavilion, the first and most
ambitious architecture programme of its kind
in the world.

(Left to right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Sara Faraj, Yana Peel,
Robert C. Hanea, Frida Escobedo, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Sarah Wilson
Photography © Harry Richards

(Left to Right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Sara Faraj and
Michael Bloomberg, Chairman of Serpentine, 2018.

SERPENTINE PAVILION 2018
Serpentine Pavilion 2018, designed by Frida Escobedo,
Serpentine Gallery, London (15 June–7 October, 2018)
© Frida Escobedo, Taller de Arquitectura
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FRANCHISE FREEDOM

Therme Art, Pace and Studio Drift
Announce Franchise Freedom
Joint Venture
December 2018, Miami, USA

At the end of 2018, Therme Group announced the
launch of Franchise Freedom LTD, a joint venture
with Pace and artist collective Studio Drift. As an
integral part of its art initiative Therme Art, the
foundation of this company establishes the shared
ownership of Franchise Freedom, the ground-breaking
flying sculpture by Studio Drift. For this piece, Studio
Drift worked in close partnership with Intel® to use its
Intel® Drone Light show technology. Through this
innovative venture, Therme Group, Pace and Studio
Drift will support the long-term development,
operation, and exhibition of Franchise Freedom,
presenting it in a global tour.
Created through diligent observation of the natural
flight behaviour of starlings, Franchise Freedom
stands at the interface of technology, science and art.
Illuminating the night sky in a poignant performance
that mimics the birds’ movements, it is an astounding
translation of nature’s magnificent patterns into
hundreds of luminous Intel® Shooting Star drones.
Each performance is unique and site-specific. The
drones algorithmically respond to their environment
in unpredictable and memorable ways, moving in
conversation with it, and altering the intensity and
colours of their lights. Franchise Freedom is the
first-ever imitation of a natural phenomenon
performed by machines working with decentralised
algorithms at this scale.

Left: Franchise Freedom, Studio Drift
Right: Franchise Freedom, Coded Nature (2017),

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam
Next: Franchise Freedom December 2017, Miami

Therme Group and Pace previously presented
Franchise Freedom at Burning Man 2018 in Nevada’s
Black Rock Desert. The iteration at Burning Man
featured more than 600 drones, double the size of its
previous iteration at Amsterdam’s Stedelijk Museum
as part of Studio Drift’s retrospective exhibition,
Coded Nature. In 2019, Franchise Freedom
performed during celebrations for the 50th
Anniversary of NASA’s Apollo 11 lunar landing at
the Kennedy Space Centre’s Rocket Garden.
In May 2020, the artwork was presented in a surprise
presentation in Rotterdam, Netherlands, as an
encouraging sign of hope amidst the global Covid-19
pandemic. The artists described the moving
performance as a tribute to those who work tirelessly
for the freedom and safety of others and was
dedicated to highlight the two fundamental human
rights of health and freedom.
Established in 2007 by Lonneke Gordijn and
Ralph Nauta, Studio Drift is an artist collective
that explores the relationship between nature and
technology through collaboration with scientists,
universities, research facilities, programmers, and
engineers. The Amsterdam-based studio focuses on
creating site-specific and interactive installations,
sculptural works, objects and films that examine our
relationship with nature and the influence of
technology on the natural world.

WELLBEING CULTURE FORUM

Design Miami/ Talks
December 2018, Miami, USA

TUGUNORA BY FRANCIS KÉRÉ

Design Miami/ is the premier global forum for
design. Occurring alongside the Art Basel fair in
Miami, USA, each December and Basel, Switzerland
each June, Design Miami/ has become a crucial
platform for creating, collecting, exhibiting and
discussing collectible design. In June 2018,
Therme Group and Design Miami/ inaugurated a
long-term partnership.

Tugunora, the title of Kéré’s theatre design for the
Design Miami/ Talks programme, is a portmanteau
word formed from the ancient Greek term agora,
a public space for assembly and discussion, and the
Burkinabè tuguna, the traditional gathering space
in Western African villages where elders discuss
important community matters. While the agora is an
open space, the tuguna is often built from a round
log structure that carries a roof of woven leaves. Kéré
integrated these two concepts in the design of the
Talks Theatre through a landscape of modular wooden
seating elements, which varied in height and
surrounded the speaker’s podium. A canopy of
translucent, structural lamps was suspended above
the theatre space. Combining the elders’ practice with
the public assembly aspect of the agora, the Talks
Theatre was designed as an inviting place of exchange
and dialogue, a place that generates knowledge and
fosters discourses on contemporary art, architecture,
design and city planning.

For Design Miami’s 2018 Miami edition, Therme Group
furthered its partnership with the fair by co-hosting
Design Miami’s Talks programme and commissioning
renowned architect Francis Kéré to design the
Talks Theatre and serve as chair of the accompanying
Wellbeing Culture Forum talk series.
Comprised of three dynamic discussions, the
Wellbeing Culture Forum was curated by Mikolaj
Sekutowicz and advised by Michaela de Pury. These
highly anticipated talks at Design Miami/ addressed
timely topics including the changing relationship
between nature and art, their impact on urban life and
the potential transformation that could occur if we
were to integrate both into our social structures.
Wellbeing Culture Forum opened with remarks by
Rodman Primack, Design Miami’s Chief Creative
Officer, and the discussions were co-moderated by
Serpentine’ Artistic Director, Hans Ulrich Obrist. Other
participants included Therme Art’s Secretary of the Art
Advisory Board, Sara Faraj and Therme Art Curator,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz.

In collaboration with Dacra, Tugunora was
subsequently exhibited at 4141 Design in the heart of
Miami’s Design District. Open and accessible to the
public, the installation contributed to the thriving
cultural centre’s ongoing and dynamic display of
design and creativity. Founded by Miami native Craig
Robbins, Dacra is a real estate development company
combining culture, commerce and design.

Wellbeing Culture Forum’s 18 panellists reflected on
ideas including the need for alternative supply chains
and the possibility for the adaptation of human
behaviour through design. Also discussed were new
ways of seeing and living and their ability to enrich
social, economic and environmental facets of life.
Following Wellbeing Culture Forum at Design Miami,
panellists, artists and friends gathered for a plantbased dinner at Planta South Beach to celebrate the
first year of Therme Art.

Above: Tugunora on display at 4141 Design in the
Miami Design District
Right: Courtesy of Francis Kéré for Design Miami/
Talks Theatre, commission by Therme Art
Next: Andrea Maretto for Kéré Architecture
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“There’s this really long lifespan of experience. It isn’t
just about the production and the engagement of
the people making it. It’s also about where it ends up
and how it lives on forever.”
— NIKOLAI HAAS, Artist and Designer

Social Sculpture:
Sustainability and Social Systems

“I think our work is social to begin with because it’s sort
of made to elicit a reaction out of people.”
— SIMON HAAS, Artist and Designer

December 2018, Miami, USA

We are experiencing a shift from an economy based
on ownership to one based on participation and
experience. How can contemporary design create
not just objects, but systems where objects are
manifestations of a greater cause? How can
mainstream awareness be redesigned through art,
design, architecture and urban planning? Panellists
included Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, Nikolai and
Simon Haas, Francis Kéré, Claudia Paetzold,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Sara Faraj.

03

“Being connected with other humans contributes
to sustainability. Just because you then understand
that you don’t need to consume, but all you need
is to connect.”
— CLAUDIA PAETZOLD, IK Lab

“It’s about creating a space where people can experience the
extraordinary beauties of nature without actually ever
potentially being there themselves. This could be considered
post-apocalyptic, or, hopefully, just a way to make people
see and understand the beauty of nature and, through that,
respect it as well.”
— MOLLIE DENT-BROCKLEHURST, Pace

“Life is never straight. It’s like how
a natural material is never straight
and that is what is so beautiful...
What is the reason we’re here? It’s love.
It’s humanity.”

01

— FRANCIS KÉRÉ, Architect

02

“We’re moving away from a transaction
economy, where we’re just about
exchanging goods, to an experience
economy where we really want to bring
back soul and we want to be a part
of something.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Therme Art
01
02
03
04

04

Francis Kéré
Mikolaj Sekutowicz
Nikolai Haas, Simon Haas
Claudia Paetzold, Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst

Photography © Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye
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“When we work, we come from our childhood
interests. There’s no politics, no bullshit
around it. You’re interested in these
engagements that you have at a young age
because they are very pure. So, in these
processes of creation, you try to stay as close
as possible to yourself and your interests
as you can.”

Designing Free-Space
and Curating Free Time

— RALPH NAUTA, Studio Drift

December 2018, Miami, USA

Artificial intelligence, medical progress, and demographic
changes have begun shaping a society no longer
based on labour but rather on free time. How can art
and design help to create new forms of business
and city planning, and rethink our understanding
of work and leisure in a post-industrial era? Panellists
included Marc Glimcher, Lonneke Gordijn, Robert C.
Hanea, Ralph Nauta, Roth (Eduardo Neira), Michaela de
Pury, Alexander Groves, Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Sara Faraj.

03

04

“So what is really valuable in the free space
and the free time? Time. Time is the only
choice that we have over how we want to
spend it.”
— LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift

“There is the outer space, but there is also
the inner space and the inner freedom,
and I think it is very important to work on this.
Architecture has a contribution in this –
to find your inner freedom, to find your inner
space, and to get back to your body.”

01

— MICHAELA DE PURY, Art Advisor

“We realise art is powerful design,
architecture has this power, and that it needs
to be applied, and that there is real peril if
it isn’t applied.”
“What we are trying to do is create a platform where we
find truth—not one truth, not our truth, but the truth
of everybody. The truth of every artist we are working with,
the truth of every architect we are working with.
And all these truths can coexist. This is what we are
actually building in the centre of the cities. And I think
the most important truth is nature.”

— MARC GLIMCHER, Pace

“We are not in close contact with nature
and our culture, which is why we are destroying
everything.”
— ROTH (EDUARDO NEIRA), Azulik

— ROBERT C. HANEA, Therme Group

05

02

“I think that art has this ability to really carve
out time and space to consider invisible things
around us, just like the Mayans were looking
at creation and our place within that.”

01
02
03
04
05

—ALEXANDER GROVES, Studio Swine

“The ancient Mayans’ attitude to time and
space is totally different from ours, but could
it be possible to implement this attitude and
knowledge into global urban planning today?”

Photography © Alejandro Chavarria, World
Red Eye

—SARA FARAJ, Therme Art
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Roth (Eduardo Neira), Alexander Groves
Sara Faraj
Ralph Nauta, Lonneke Gordijn
Michaela de Pury, Marc Glimcher
Robert C. Hanea
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“I always wondered why the existing
world was so far off basis, what are the
commonalities that most people could agree
upon? There are building codes, there’s
laws, there’s legislation that draws lines in the
sand. I wondered why our existing world
wasn’t built how human bodies relate to each
other, in a more organic way.”

Back to the Body:
Human-Oriented Forms in Art,
Design and Architecture

—VIRGIL ABLOH, Artist and Fashion Designer

December 2018, Miami, USA

The absence of nature in our cities can be seen
as a reflection of the disconnection we are
experiencing with our bodies. How can we reconnect
through art, design and architecture? How can
art help reprogramme current perceptions of self?
Panellists included Virgil Abloh, Grace Wales Bonner,
Torkwase Dyson, Arthur Jafa, Francis Kéré and
Hans Ulrich Obrist.

“My dream city would be to tear down
everything… I envision a city without
boundaries, I envision a city with no struggle
to find energy, I envision a city that wakes
up and knows there are no guns inside.”

“It’s not enough to make things digitally
available to everyone. We also need to make
experience available to everyone.”
—HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Serpentine
03

— FRANCIS KÉRÉ, Architect

“How do we unify our legs and our arms as
they fall down under gunfire? How do we unify
our bodies in poor or thriving conditions under
inadequate infrastructures playing double
dutch? What does that mean: the insistence
of a jump in a space, on a street, being
a cultural moment?”

“The thing is, it’s not just an insistence
that the Black body matters, it’s an insistence
that we can take the Black body as emblematic
of the human body, because I think there’s
always a split… We were being forced
to choose between the Black body and a kind
of universal body. Like the two things couldn’t
be one in the same.”

— TORKWASE DYSON, Artist

“I feel that clothing can have a very emotional,
soulful, quality…I’m interested in the closeness
to the body in that sense and being able to
imbue something with a beauty that attracts
you to something but then it carries a deeper
message.”

— ARTHUR JAFA, Artist

— GRACE WALES BONNER, Artist

04

01

02

01 Francis Kéré, Torkwase Dyson
02 Grace Wales Bonner
03 Virgil Abloh, Hans Ulrich Obrist
04 Arthur Jafa

This page and next: Photography © Alejandro Chavarria, World Red Eye
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Therme Art Reflects on its
Participation at Burning Man 2018
August – September 2018, Nevada, USA

Taking place annually in the wilds of Nevada’s Black
Rock Desert, Burning Man is a renowned cultural event
celebrating community, generosity and the transformative
power of culture. Every August, thousands of people
come to live in the sprawling temporary city, known
as Black Rock City, in order to experience some of the
most cutting-edge contemporary art.
Sharing many of the same values as Therme Art, the
iconic event was the perfect setting for a performance
of Studio Drift’s drone sculpture Franchise Freedom,
which was flown during the 2018 edition. This very
special performance featured more than 600 drones.
At Burning Man, the artwork created a particularly
dramatic and affecting impression against the vast
desert sky, wowing festival-goers.
For Therme Art, Burning Man’s radical embrace of
culture can teach us innumerable lessons for daily life.
Prioritising togetherness and generosity over
materialism, and sustainability over accumulation,
it also offers a model for a more harmonious
relationship with our environment. Artworks like
Franchise Freedom embody this relationship, fusing
technology and nature to moving effect and
encouraging viewers towards a more conscious
relation with each other and the natural world.

Franchise Freedom, Burning Man, 2018, Black Rock
Desert, Nevada © Rahi Rezvani
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The City of Artists at
Design Miami/ Basel
June 2019, Basel, Switzerland

For a second consecutive year, Therme Art partnered
with international design fair Design Miami/ to present
a Wellbeing Culture Forum panel discussion on the
future of sustainable architecture and city planning.
Presented within Design Miami/ Basel’s 2019
curatorial theme, Elements: Earth, which responded to
the impact of human activity on the nature of our planet,
the Wellbeing Culture Forum examined how designers
and artists can work with urban planners, architects
and engineers to re-envision sustainable and inclusive
future cities. How can the creativity and innovations of
artists be used to shape inclusive and progressive
societies in harmony with the natural world? How can
they take responsibility from bureaucracies and other
vested interests to design cities of the future?
The panel featured Lonneke Gordijn, Jon Gray,
Maja Hoffmann, Arthur Mamou-Mani, John May,
Studio Swine, and Hans Ulrich Obrist, and was
moderated by Therme Art Curator, Mikolaj Sekutowicz.

The City of Artists, Wellbeing Culture Forum, Broadcast Theatre, Design Miami/ Basel

(Left to right): Jon Gray, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Arthur Mamou-Mani,

Lonneke Gordijn, Alexander Groves, Azusa Murakami, John May, Maja
Hoffmann, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, and Rodman Primack.
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Rodman Primack, The City of Artists, Wellbeing Culture Forum,
Broadcast Theatre, Design Miami/ Basel
Courtesy World Red Eye
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“We have to re-imagine what it actually means
to be local in such a way that it understands the value
of the global politics of cosmopolitanism, while
recognising the real material impacts of the history of
globalisation, in particular twentieth century history
of globalisation, and the environmental footprint that
it has left on our cities.”

“If we build systems that are more
connected to nature and our human
nature – a nature that is a moving
system and not a solid situation – then I
think we’re getting closer to a situation
that fits who humans are.”

— JOHN MAY, Harvard University

— LONNEKE GORDIJN, Studio Drift

02

01

“One of the roles that art can have
is actually making us appreciate
the mundane and the everyday that
we take for granted such as the air
which we breath in unconsciously.”

“When you think about art and social movements created
in the Bronx, like Hip-Hop and street style, there is a lot of
value created, but it doesn’t trickle down to the communities
where it started. We’re thinking about the built environment
and physical space, and we’re wanting to create a mirror
to reflect the greatness that exists in the people of these
neighbourhoods. That’s pretty much it: reframing and
redefining who gets to judge and contextualise what luxury is.”

— ALEXANDER GROVES, Studio Swine
05

— JON GRAY, Ghetto Gastro

“It's really interesting when you go to
a city and you observe the materiality
of a place. You can really feel what
makes a city have that kind of
vernacular aspect.”

“The impossible is the least we can ask for. We live in a time
of urgency and as the theme of the panel you gave today
outlines, that means that there is no time to lose. We now need
to break down the silos and find ways to bring art into society
that’s not only about exhibitions, but about how we can
produce reality… I think it’s a very critical moment if you think
about building cities and about the future of cities right now.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Serpentine

03

— AZUSA MURAKAMI, Studio Swine

“If you take a role in society you become
an activist. As an artist you can be an activist.
It’s good. You can be protected in your discourse.
You are not perceived immediately like this
political person by those whom meet you.
You can actually act before people really start
to understand that you actually do it.”
— MAJA HOFFMANN, Luma Arles

04

“All of our reality, all of the context that we live
in is created by us. How do we want to create
it? What responsibility do we need to take?”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, Therme Art
06

“There was a personal connection to Temple Galaxia at Burning Man
because it was representing us and civilisation to some extent.
It brought the sense of something cathedral-like and a spirit of being
part of a world community.”
— ARTHUR MAMOU-MANI, Architect
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01 John May
02 Azusa Murakami
03 Jon Gray, Hans Ulrich Obrist
04 Arthur Mamou-Mani
05 Lonneke Gordijn, Alexander Groves
06 Maja Hoffmann, Mikolaj Sekutowicz

Courtesy World Red Eye
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2019 Partnership with Serpentine
and Acquisition of Junya
Ishigami’s Serpentine Pavilion
June 2019, London, UK

In June 2019, Therme Group announced its second
consecutive year of partnership with the Serpentine
through its support and acquisition of Junya Ishigami’s
2019 Serpentine Pavilion, along with his accompanying
interior furniture design Lotus. The acquisition was
announced at the Serpentine Gallery during their annual
breakfast event marking the start of Frieze London. The
morning featured remarks by Hans Ulrich Obrist,
Serpentine Artistic Director, and Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
CEO & Curator of Therme Art, who commented:
“It has become incredibly important to merge nature
and human architecture to overcome the environmental
challenges our civilisation is currently facing. As a
company, we are actively searching for solutions to
challenges in architectural design and city planning
through art. Ishigami’s design for this year’s Pavilion
responds to these challenges, approaching solutions
through the artistic and conceptual freedom provided
by Serpentine.”
The Pavilion consists of a complex arrangement of
slates, Ishigami’s design for the Serpentine Pavilion
2019 forms a single canopy that appears to emerge
straight from the earth on which it stands. This
perspective imbues Ishigami’s design with an earthly
impression, functioning as a direct extension of the
ground and nature itself.
Ishigami’s Pavilion represents the seamless union
of man-made and natural worlds, embodying a quiet
but insistent call to rethink design and architecture’s
role in contemporary urban life. This philosophy
is one shared by Therme Group. By using sustainable
materials and processes that unite nature and
technology, Therme Group re-envisions the role of
architecture not only as a physical entity, but also as
a crucial arbiter of culture, connection and spirituality

Top: Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Designed by Junya

Ishigami, Serpentine Gallery, London (21 June–6
October, 2019), © Junya Ishigami + Associates.
Photography © 2019 Iwan Baan
Bottom: Serpentine Pavilion 2019, Design Render,

Exterior View, © Junya Ishigami + Associates
Following page: Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Designed

by Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Gallery, London (21
June–6 October, 2019), © Junya Ishigami + Associates.
Photography © 2019 Iwan Baan
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Serpentine Pavilion Dinner
June 2019, London, UK

Therme Art celebrated its support by hosting
a special gathering and dinner set within the interior
of the Pavilion.
The evening paid tribute to the incredible achievement
of Ishigami’s Pavilion design, which unifies nature and
human architecture. Remarks were shared by Pavilion
architect Junya Ishigami and Therme Art CEO & Curator
Mikolaj Sekutowicz. Ishigami’s Pavilion-inspired poem
Black Bird was recited by Therme Art’s Commissions
Curator Sheena Leach.
The dinner featured a curated plant-based menu
of Therme Food by Michelin Star-awarded chef Stephan
Hentschel and Henrik Strempel.

Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

(Left to right): Sara Faraj, Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
Junya Ishigami, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Robert C. Hanea

Robert C. Hanea, Founder, President and Chairman of the Board,
Therme Group and Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

Event photos: Therme Art © Elizabeth Gleave
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「黒い鳥」

Black Bird by Junya Ishigami
In architectural construction techniques passed down over centuries,
one senses around the world commonalities of sorts,
much like the way that natural scenery across the globe appears to have a certain amount in common,
whatever the location. Architecture began with the unmodified use of parts of nature
found on the planet, this being replaced over time by structures built using simple, unpretentious methods.
In that sense, it might be fair to say that natural scenery and architecture have formed
an integrated environment from the beginning, grounded in a strong continuity.
Finding ways to construct a new kind of architecture as if to create new scenery,
using time-honoured methods and materials of the sort that exist in every region: here is my attempt
to generate a new expanse of scenery hitherto unseen in this place by supplementing
traditional construction methods with the techniques and technologies of contemporary architecture.
Slabs of natural stone shattered into various sizes and shapes
are dispersed over an elegant, gauze-like structure gracefully assembled
from uprights and horizontal members of very thin steel;
piling up to form a vast roof resembling a rocky alpine landscape.
Rain runs smoothly off this exquisitely overlapping aggregation of stones:
in this alone the structure serves as a gigantic roof.
The attractively layered stone fragments, seemingly random,
and without any panels or waterproofing, fulfil
the function of architecture with gentle ease.
Possessing the same weighty presence as slate roofs around the world,
and at the same time, a lightness,
as if it could blow away in the breeze,
the cluster of scattered stones materialises in this location
as a new expanse of scenery.
Scrutinising this constructed pile of stones,
one is suddenly reminded of a bird in flight,
the countless, layered black stones
like black feathers.
A bird, spreading vast wings.
Blown by the rain,
the giant black bird wafts into the air,
the slim rods supporting the roof
resembling innumerable streaks of rain.
The giant black bird
floats in the leaden London skies
dragging its vast dark shadow on the ground,
slipping, sliding, flying away.
Like watching a cloud
and imagining a whale, looking at a giant rock and imagining a giant,
one sees a piece of architecture, and imagines a monstrous black bird.
Natural scenery is a vast space that seems to extend without end:
the reason these enigmatic spaces fire our imaginations.
Viewing architecture as scenery means freeing architecture from the myriad strictures enmeshing it.
Weight and levity, random and deliberate, natural and artificial, ancient and modern, mystery
and functionality, natural scenery and architecture; mixing and melding these and other values
seen as polar opposites to produce a new space as a new value, a new environment:
it is with this intent that I carry out a new experiment here.
Junya Ishigami

古来から伝わる建築の構法は、
世界中のさまざまな地域である種の共通性を感じる。
それは、地球上の風景が、どこでもある程度の共通性をもってみられるのととてもよく似ている。
もともと建築は地球上に存在する自然の一部をそのままに利用し、単純かつ簡単な方法で建築に置き換えてきた。
その意味では、そもそも自然の風景と建築とは、とても強い連続性のもと一体的な環境をかたちづくっていたとも言えるのではないだろうか。
どの地域にも存在する古くから伝わる方法と材料を用いて、あたらしい風景をつくりだすように あたらしく建築を構築することを考える。
伝統的な構法を現代建築の技術で補完し、今まで現れることのなかったあたらしい風景をこの場 所に生み出す試みである。
鉄製の極細の鉛直材と横架材とで美しく組み上げられた優雅なガーゼのような構造体の上に、まるで石の山のランドスケープをつくるかのよう
に、大小かたちの異なる砕かれた板状の天然石を撒き散らし、積み重ね、おおきな屋根をふいていく。 美しく重なり合う石の集合体は、なめら
かに雨水を受け流し、それだけで大きな屋根としての役割を果たすようになる。板材も防水材も何も用いずに、無作為にも見える美しい石の重
なりが、全体として緩やかに建築としての機能を満たしていく。
世界中の多くの地域の屋根にみられる石葺きの重々しい質量の存在感をそのままに、 同時に、風に吹かれるかのような軽やかさを備えて、
撒き散らされた石の群れが、
新しい風景としてこの場所に立ち現れる。
ふと、
築かれた石の山を眺めるときに、
空に羽ばたく
鳥のことを想う。
無数に積み重ねられた
黒い石は
黒い羽毛だ。
大きな翼を広げる。
雨に吹かれて
ふわりと舞い上がる。
巨大な黒い鳥。
屋根を支える細い柱の群れは
無数の雨の線。
巨大な黒い鳥が
ロンドンの雨空に浮かび
巨大な黒い影を
地面に引きずり
滑るように
飛び去る。
雲を眺め、クジラを想像するように、
巨石を眺め、巨人を想像するように、
建築を眺めて、黒い怪鳥を想像する。
風景とは
どこまでも無限に続くかのようにみえる
巨大な空間である。
だから、
その得体の知れない空間に
僕たちは
さまざまな想像を巡らせる。
建築を
風景として捉えること。
それは建築を
それを取り巻くあらゆる制約から
自由にしていくことである。
重さと軽さ、無作為と作為、自然と人工、古代と現代、神秘性と機能性、風景と建築、 そのほか様々な対極とも捉えられる価値観を混ぜ合わ
せ、溶け合わせながら、 ひとつのあたらしい価値観として、ひとつの新しい環境として、新しい空間を生み出すこと。 これが、ぼくがここで新し
い実験を行う意図である。
石上純也
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THERME ART SECOND ANNIVERSARY

Second Anniversary Celebrations
at Blenheim Palace
October 2019, Oxfordshire, UK

To mark two successful years in operation, Therme Art
hosted a special event for partners, supporters and
staff in the majestic surroundings of Blenheim Palace
in Oxfordshire.
The event coincided with Victory is Not an Option,
the renowned solo exhibition by the Italian conceptual
artist Maurizio Cattelan. Before dinner, guests were
welcomed by Nicolai Frahm, Vice‑Chairman of Blenheim
Art Foundation, to enjoy a guided tour of the exhibition.
It was the maverick artist’s first UK institutional show
in over two decades, which was installed throughout
the palace’s grounds.
In the beautiful Orangery room of the UNESCO listed
site, most well-known as the ancestral home
of Sir Winston Churchill, guests enjoyed a dinner
of plant‑based food. The evening concluded with
remarks from Curator of Therme Art Mikolaj
Sekutowicz, who reflected on the programme’s
mission to bridge art, architecture and design with
city planning, before emphasising the necessity
of creativity in our future cities.

Maurizio Cattelan, La Nona Ora (2019), installation view from Victory is Not an Option at Blenheim Palace.
Photography © Tom Lindboe, Courtesy Blenheim Art Foundation

Speaking of the evening, Sekutowicz said, “It was
an honour to bring together our friends, staff,
and supporters in such a historic venue to both
celebrate and reflect upon Therme Art’s achievements.
We remain committed to developing sustainable,
holistic approaches to urban development and, with
the help of our wide network of partners and experts,
look forward to many more fruitful years ahead.”
Event photos: Therme Art © Elizabeth Gleave

Nicolai Frahm, Vice-Chairman of Blenheim Art
Foundation

Next page:

Maurizio Cattelan, Victory is Not an Option
(2019), installation view from Victory is Not an
Option at Blenheim Palace. Photography
© Tom Lindboe, Courtesy Blenheim Art
Foundation

Right: Maurizio Cattelan, Novecento (2019),
installation view from Victory is Not an Option
at Blenheim Palace. Photography © Tom
Lindboe, Courtesy Blenheim Art Foundation
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SOMERSET HOUSE 2019

With Support of Exhibition 24/7,
Therme Art Embarks on New
Partnership with Somerset House
October 2019, London, UK

At the opening of the group exhibition 24/7, Therme Art
was pleased to announce the start of an ongoing
partnership with London’s Somerset House.
The partnership commenced with Therme Art’s support
of 24/7, the exhibition curated by Sarah Cook
at the renowned London art institution.
Commenting on the partnership with Somerset House,
Therme Art CEO & Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz said:
“Like Somerset House, Therme Art is committed
to supporting art in its role of creating holistic solutions
to the most salient issues facing modern life. 24/7
offers a blueprint in ambitious, expanded exhibitionmaking, and is the ideal exhibition to commence
what will surely be an extremely productive relationship.”
Taking its name from the influential book by theorist
and art critic Jonathan Crary, 24/7 opened to much
acclaim on 30 October, 2019. Examining the
“always-on” nature of contemporary life over five
themed zones each designed to convey a particular
time of day, the exhibition considered the role
of technology in blurring boundaries between work
and leisure, night and day, as well as shaping how
we distinguish natural from artificial life.

The Edmond J. Safra Fountain Court © Marcus Ginns
60

Top: Tatsuo Miyajima, Life Palace (tea
room), 2013 © Tatsuo Miyajima;
Courtesy Lisson Gallery
Bottom: Installation view of Tatsuo
Miyajima, Life Palace (tea room)
© Stephen Chung for Somerset House
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Commission of The Mother
by Acclaimed Icelandic Artist
Egill Sæbjörnsson
The first Therme Art commission by Icelandic artist
Egill Sæbjörnsson will be installed at a Therme Group
facility. Berlin-based Sæbjörnsson is a multimedia artist
and musician whose work explores the connections
between our thoughts and what is happening in the
world around us. He has been working with selfgenerated projections since 2012, where the image
source is programmed to infinitely produce images,
experimenting with technology as a continuation of his
drawings and paintings, and a means to explore the
relationship between humans and the environment in a
playful way. Sæbjörnsson was nominated for a Carnegie
Art Award in 2010 and represented Iceland at the 57th
Venice Biennale of Art in 2017.
The Mother takes the form of a 15-metre dome by a
lake which visitors reach via a series of walkways and
enter by immersing themselves in the water and
travelling through an entrance lagoon to the dome’s
centre. The installation is envisioned as a journey for
the senses, inspired by the egalitarian ethos of Roman
baths. Inside, visitors will encounter an amphitheatre
around a fountain at its centre where they can engage
with the multi-sensory installation and take time to
reflect. Water is at the heart of the artwork, experienced
both physically, and through digital projections of flying
water which will allow this mysterious element to travel
in ways that are not physically possible. This immersive
installation explores the relationship between humans
and water, underlining the otherworldly magic of this
essential element.

Above and following pages: Egill Sæbjörnsson, The Mother (digital drawing), 2019
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The Mother installation is set to be located at one of
Therme’s facilities, inviting a completely new way of
experiencing art and wellness. The twelve-metre,
dome-shaped construction will be a multi-sensory
spectacle of water, sound and video, exploring the
symbiotic relationship between man and nature.
Accessed through a series of bridges and a lagoon-like
passage, The Mother will emerge from the centre of a
large outdoor lake. Once inside the main chamber,
guests will experience and interact with a central
piazza-style fountain featuring self-generative digital
water projections.
Drawing inspiration from ancient public baths and
traditional Romanian churches, the installation will
feature grand high ceilings and cascading steps
organically integrated into its curved edges, where
guests can contemplate and reflect.
Based in Berlin, Sæbjörnsson’s recent events and
exhibitions have taken place in Hamburger Bahnhof,
MoMA PS1, Amos Rex Museum, Frankfurter
Kunstverein, The Watermill Center New York and the
Reykjavik Art Museum. In 2017 Sæbjörnsson
represented Iceland at the 57th Biennale Arte in Venice.

Above and below: Egill Saebjörnsson, The Mother, Model © Egill Saebjörnsson, König Galerie, St. Agnes, Berlin

Egill Sæbjörnsson, The Mother, Model & App,
Therme Art, König Galerie, Berlin, 2020
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THERME WORKSHOP

Art & Architecture Workshop

Celebration Dinner in Honour
of Architect Junya Ishigami

June 2019, London, UK

June 2019, London, UK

Therme Art hosted a two-part edition of its Art and
Architecture Workshop series in London, UK with
2019 Serpentine Pavilion architect Junya Ishigami
and celebrated architect Arthur Mamou-Mani.

The week commenced with a special private view
of the 2019 Serpentine Pavilion, after which Therme Art
hosted an intimate dinner in honour of Ishigami in the
Belgravia Room of the Lanesborough Hotel.

Set within Ishigami’s Pavilion at Serpentine Gallery,
the first portion of the workshop focused
on challenging preconceptions of architecture,
emphasising the potential in re-framing the ways
we plan and build our cities.

Created in partnership with Junya Ishigami + Associates,
the dinner celebrated the realisation of Ishigami’s
Pavilion design through which he seeks harmony
between man-made and natural structures.

During the workshop, Ishigami discussed his
‘free space’ philosophy and elaborated on how it would
shape his ideal city into one that provided ‘quiet,’
‘darkness of night,’ and ‘less density.’

Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director of Serpentine,
reflected on the architectural innovation
of Ishigami’s Pavilion design and honoured the
architect’s past achievements at the 2010 Venice
Architecture Biennale and his 2018 solo exhibition
at the Fondation Cartier.

During the second portion of the workshop held
at Somerset House, London-based architect Arthur
Mamou-Mani led a discussion on Burning Man,
its influence on ideas of city planning and upcoming
projects for Therme Art.
Arthur Mamou-Mani, Architect

Junya Ishigami, Serpentine Pavilion 2019 Architect

Celebration Dinner in honour of architect Junya Ishigami, The Lanesborough Hotel
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BRITISH PAVILION 2019

Support of British Council
at Venice Biennale of Art 2019
November 2019, Venice, Italy

Following its support of the British Council at the 2018
Venice Architecture Biennale, Therme Group was proud
to support the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale
of Art 2019.
The British Pavilion was on view to the public from May
11–November 24, 2019 and featured an important
exhibition of new works by Glasgow-based artist Cathy
Wilkes, curated by Zoé Whitley, Senior Curator
at the Hayward Gallery, London.
The British Council is a valued member of Therme Art’s
network of partner organisations that aims to extend
its mission of supporting and contributing open
dialogues on creating sustainable solutions for future
cities through innovations in art and architecture.
British Pavilion © John Riddy
Emma Dexter, Director of Visual Arts at the British
Council said on the 2019 British Pavilion’s presentation
at the Biennale:
“It’s a very delicate exhibition. It’s dealing with some
very profound themes around life, death, birth, loving
and caring. What I hope is that people are moved
and that it touches something very basic inside them
because the exhibition is about what it means to be
human. Aside from [Therme Group’s] support that helps
to make the show, what’s great about it is that it helps
open up all sorts of creative discussions and we
are very grateful to Therme for showing their belief
in the British Pavilion.”
Curated by Ralph Rugoff, the 2019 edition of the
Venice Biennale, titled May you Live in Interesting Times,
examined the precarious existence of contemporary
life within our current political climate. Highlighting art’s
social function and unique approaches to production,
the Biennale was widely praised as a rich and politically
engaged response to the most urgent issues of today.

Emma Dexter, Director of Visual Arts,
British Council © Cristiano Corte
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Zoé Whitley, Curator of the 2019 British
Pavilion and Senior Curator, Hayward
Gallery © James Gifford-Mead
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“Refusal, even though we usually conceive of it
as a reaction towards an external reality, in the end
is something that leads us to our most interior self.
It comes from the Latin word ‘to flow back’: to come
back to nurture us from the inside.”

The Right to Refuse:
Resisting Predominant Narratives
as a Condition of Originality

— CLAUDIA PAETZOLD, Art Advisor and Curator

01

04

November 2019, Venice, Italy

“So in the face of logic or rules saying actually there
are other ways to do things. Why should there be
a press release? That’s not germane to what I’m doing:
It doesn’t need to exist. There are these other ways
of questioning and creating a whole different set
of circumstances around which something wonderful
can happen, that didn’t previously exist.”

During the closing weekend of the Venice Biennale of
Art 2019, Therme Art partnered with the British Council
to produce an edition of Wellbeing Culture Forum on
the theme of refusal, examining how it might be used
to ensure artists thrive outside our conventional
market system.

— ZOÉ WHITLEY, Senior Curator, Hayward Gallery

Inspired by the British Pavilion exhibition of Northern Irish
artist Cathy Wilkes, and in particular, Wilkes’s refusal
to mediate her work, panellists considered how refusal
in this instance can lay the ground for more meaningful
engagement with art. Springing from this, discussion
moved to the necessity of free spaces where culture
and creativity can flourish, unmediated by the
distortion of external voices and commodification.

“Putting limits on the amount of people that
come in is not popular but it’s what you have
to do. That’s just a very simple example of the
artist setting a marker in the sand. That was
absolutely the right thing to do, and it works.”

This edition of Wellbeing Culture Forum marked
another high point in Therme Art’s second consecutive
year in partnership with the British Council, following
its support of British participation in both art and
architecture Biennales.

05

— EMMA DEXTER, Director, Visual Arts,
British Council

“It is within these conceptual spaces that we
can explore new ways of thinking beyond our current
limitations, allowing us to imagine and generate ways
of programming cities that are more creative,
sustainable and free. This is very much what our talks
are about, the breakdown of boundaries, boundaries
that also exist in companies and in the cultural sector
and boundaries that we’ve tried to break down since
we founded Therme Art.”

“It’s all very complicated because in the end,
you can’t just acquire bread without either working for
it or procuring it in some other way. ‘Man cannot live
by bread alone,’ but on the other hand, ‘give us our daily
bread.’ Somehow your daily bread has to be provided.
It’s a bit of a double bind.”
— SARAH WILSON, Professor of Modern and Contemporary
Art, Courtauld Institute

“No matter how you put yourself on the outside of
something, we have to acknowledge that all of the
forces that drive us, as well as the narratives that drive
us, are around us all of the time, and always already
precede us and follow us.”
— LUCIA PIETROIUSTI, Curator, General Ecology,
Serpentine, and Curator, Lithuanian Pavilion at the 58th
Venice Biennale of Art 2019

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art
06

03

01 Emma Dexter
02 Roya Sachs
03 Sarah Wilson
04 Claudia Paetzold
05 Zoé Whitley
06 Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Lucia Pietroiusti

02

“That is the beauty of all art: it is in constant
dialogue with the cityscape, with the energy,
with the pace, with the people. Anything you
want to bring into the city has to be in dialogue
with the city.”
— ROYA SACHS, Curator, Lever House Art Collection
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Courtesy Francesco Allegretto
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The Wellbeing Culture Forum was founded in
2020 by Therme Art as a response to the Covid-19
pandemic outbreak.
Co-founded and co-curated by Mikolaj Sekutowicz and
Hans Ulrich Obrist, the Wellbeing Culture Forum
gathers experts across fields to foster collaborative
processes that can visualise solution-oriented ideas
for the creation of a city that exists in true symbiosis
and homeostasis with the natural world.
The Wellbeing Culture Forum partners with leading
institutions such as Serpentine, Manchester
International Festival, König Galerie and the British
Council to curate both private and public discussions,
featuring luminary participants such as Es Devlin, Tino
Sehgal, Junya Ishigami, Sonia Boyce, Stefano Mancuso,
Sumayya Vally, Torkwase Dyson, Virgil Abloh, among
many others.

Above:Live Sketch from the Wellbeing Culture Forum
by Egill Sæbjörnsson
Next:Wellbeing Culture Forum panellists
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WELLBEING CULTURE FORUM

Art in Architecture:
How Art Can Liberate Architecture

Culture of Live Events:
Redesigning Common Rituals

May 2020

June 2020

Covid-19 has shown the necessity of a complete
revolution in how we design and build, as well as the
need to consider our world as a confluence of various
co-functioning systems. This is where art comes in.
As a complex system, it involves a boundless field
of interests. Art is constantly learning and updating
in interaction with other systems. Because of this,
its lessons for architecture are immense.

In light of Covid-19, we are reminded of the value of
live events for human health and wellbeing. Football
games, art fairs, clubs and theatres represent more
than simple entertainment: they are vital for the
functioning of communities and wellbeing. Likewise,
cultural events are essential for culture to withstand
this crisis and the next. And since we need to assume
that the danger of viral infections won’t just disappear
in a couple of months, there is a need to rethink the
blueprint of such events.

Serpentine Pavilion 2020 designed by Counterspace,
Design Render, Exterior View © Counterspace

On 27 May, we partnered with Serpentine
to present Art and Architecture – How Art Can Liberate
Architecture, the first public session in the Wellbeing
Culture Forum. Co-moderated by Serpentine’s Artistic
Director Hans Ulrich Obrist, the event saw three
Serpentine Pavilion architects – Frida Escobedo
(Serpentine Pavilion 2018), Junya Ishigami (Serpentine
Pavilion 2019) and Counterspace’s Sumayya Vally
(Serpentine Pavilion 2020–2021) – in conversation
with Stefano Boeri (Architect and Urban Planner)
and Torkwase Dyson (Artist). It was attended by tens
of thousands of people worldwide.

On 17 June, Culture of Live Events – Redesigning
Common Rituals, the second public talk in the
Wellbeing Culture Forum, considered the meaning and
value of live events, as well as speculating on their
future in light of Covid-19. Co-moderated by Art Basel’s
Global Director Marc Spiegler, the talk also featured
Constantin Chiriac (President of the Sibiu International
Theatre Festival and General Manager of the Radu
Stanca National Theatre Sibiu), Es Devlin (Artist and
Designer), Robert C. Hanea (Chairman and CEO, Therme
Group), John McGrath (Artistic Director and Chief
Executive, Manchester International Festival and The
Factory), Franklin Sirmans (Director, PAMM Miami), and
Zoé Whitley (Director, Chisenhale Gallery).

In collaboration with:

In collaboration with:

Left to right:

Left to right:

Frida Escobedo, Hans Ulrich Obrist,
Junya Ishigami, Stefano Boeri, Sumayya Vally,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Torkwase Dyson.

Robert C. Hanea, Zoé Whitley,
Constantin Chiriac, Es Devlin, Marc Spiegler,
John McGrath and Franklin Sirmans
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The Factory, Exterior © OMA
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Social Culture of Cities:
Shaping a Participatory Reality

WELLBEING CULTURE FORUM

Architectures of Health
and Happiness:
The Gains of Collaborative Design

June 2020

July 2020

Architects and city planners shape how we live together.
Their buildings shape human bodily awareness as well
as everyday cultural practices. Streets and transport
routes channel the flow of people and set the pace
of everyday life. However, COVID-19 shows that much
more needs to be done to design for human wellbeing.

On 29 July, Therme Art partnered with the British
Council for a second time to present Architectures
of Health and Happiness – The Gains of Collaborative
Design. Building on insights gained from the Forum
so far, the event considered the role of wellbeing
and health in city planning and architecture, along
with challenges in creating inclusive spaces for all.

Responding to this context, as well as recent incidences
of public unrest, The Social Culture of Cities – Shaping
a Participatory Reality explored the wellbeing possibilities
of community-led design. The first Wellbeing Culture
Forum event in partnership with the British Council,
the session was led by its Director of Visual Arts, Emma
Dexter, and featured Sonia Boyce (Artist), Elvira
Dyangani Ose (Curator and Director, The Showroom,
London), David Kohn (Architect, David Kohn Architects
Ltd.), Cedar Lewisohn (Curator, Southbank Centre), Gavin
Wade (Artist-Curator and Director, Eastside Projects)
and Suzy Willson (Artistic Director, Clod Ensemble).

In the Castle of My Skin 1, 2020 with Anna Barham,
Lindiwe Matshikiza, Harold Offeh, Flora Parrott, Luc
Pheles, Alberta Whittle - and (MIMA Collection) Francis
Alÿs, Lynn Chadwick, Lucy Harvey, Andrew Logan,
Jacqueline Poncelet, Bridget Riley, Martin Smith Plywood
structure, wallpapers, objects, videos, drawings and
prints © Sonia Boyce. All Rights Reserved, DACS/
Artimage 2020. Photography © Stuart Whipps

Architectures of Health and Happiness – The Gains
of Collaborative Design was co-moderated by the British
Council’s recently appointed Director of Architecture,
Design and Fashion, Sevra Davis, and featured Jayden
Ali (Founding Director, JA Projects), Ken Arnold (Creative
Director, Wellcome Trust), Mak Gilchrist (Founding
Director, Edible Bus Stop), Sian Griffiths (Emeritus
Professor, Chinese University of Hong Kong), Oliver Heath
(Biophilic Designer and Architect), Maria AdebowaleSchwarte (CEO, Foundation for Future London) and
Carolyn Steel, (Author, Hungry City and Sitopia).

In collaboration with:

In collaboration with:

Left to right:

Left to right:

Emma Dexter, Cedar Lewisohn,
Elvira Dyangani Ose, Gavin Wade, Sonia Boyce,
David Kohn and Suzy Willson

Sevra Davis, Carolyn Steel, Ken Arnold,
Mak Gilchrist, Jayden Ali, Maria Adebowale-Schwarte,
Oliver Heath and Sian Griffiths
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The Garden of Privatised Delights, Unscene
Architecture, Manijeh Verghese & Madeleine Kessler
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Therme Art x König Galerie
Wellbeing Culture Forum
September 2020, Berlin, Germany

Co-moderated by Therme Art’s Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
the event gathered luminaries including:

Covid-19 has prompted a reassessment of what
is important in life. Now, more than ever, we yearn for
transformative experiences over material objects.
As art is in the process of transformation, artists in
turn are creating new kinds of experiences that are
increasingly integral to the centre of public life.

Abuelo Antonio Oxté
Adrienne Goehler
Anh Linh Ngo
Arthur Mamou-Mani (via stream)
Claudia Paetzold
Constanza Macras
Cyrill Gutsch
Edna Bonhomme
Egill Sæbjörnsson
Francis Kéré
Freo Majer
Friederike Gräfin von Brühl
Hannes Koch/ Random International
Hans Ulrich Obrist
Heiko Michels
Jakob Kudsk Steensen
Jeewi Lee
Johann König
Joulia Strauss
Julieta Aranda
Kunlé Adeyemi
Lilleth Glimcher
Lucia Pietroiusti
Marc Spiegler
Marcus Fairs
Matana Roberts
Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst
Monilola Ilupeju
Moritz van Dülmen
Moshtari Hilal
Nicholas Grafia
Riya Hamid
Roya Sachs
Sabine Himmelsbach
Salome Rodeck
Sarah Wilson
Sean Di Ianni / Meow Wolf (via stream)
Simon de Pury (via stream)
Sissel Tolaas
Stefano Mancuso
Sumayya Vally
Takashi Kudo (via stream)
Tomás Saraceno
Tue Greenfort
Ulrich Seibert
Virgil Abloh
Yoram Roth

Reflecting on this shift, Therme Art is curating the
courtyard and the façade of König Galerie with an
interwoven programme of talks, artistic commissions
and food experiences.
The talks programme, as part of Therme Art’s Wellbeing
Culture Forum, took a multi-faceted approach to the
challenges of urban life. The session Breaking Bauhaus
examined the iconic school’s holistic understanding of
art and design, and its productivity in generating a more
integrated vision of art. Growing Gaia, by contrast,
considered an understanding of life from a scientific
perspective, examining the current metamorphosis
of urban culture and the role of art in this process.
Alongside the talks, visitors to St. Agnes experienced
Flying Waters, a specially commissioned artwork
by artist Egill Sæbjörnsson.
Therme Art supports Therme Food through shared
research, networks and programming in order to create
new food solutions and an interconnected experience.
Therme Food Lab was integrated throughout the
cultural programming, in cooperation with Henrik
Strempel and Michelin star-awarded chef Stephan
Hentschel of Cookies Cream, promoting healthy,
sustainable and locally sourced cuisine.
In collaboration with:
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“It is not so much that you want to break something
or destroy something, but rather that you want to try
to make things porous and try to see what was
interesting and what was problematic: to filter and get
that certain essence of what Bauhaus might mean, or
still mean for today.”

Breaking Bauhaus:
Renewing its Principles
100 Years Later

— NICHOLAS GRAFIA, Artist

04

01

September 2020, Berlin, Germany

One hundred years ago, Bauhaus revolutionised our
cities and ways of living. Born in the classrooms of an
art and design school in Dessau, Germany,
its frugal use of resources and emphasis on community
are foundational principles that still hold much
relevance today.
However, our needs as a species and society have
inevitably shifted since the time of Bauhaus. Starting
from this point, Breaking Bauhaus looked back to
critically explore the layers of the movement to be
further investigated and adapted to the needs of today,
and the ones to be replaced by new waves of thinking
and collective action. Co-moderated by Therme Art’s
CEO & Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz and Roya Sachs
(Curator and Co-Founder, TRIADIC), the discussion
featured the participation of Hans Ulrich Obrist
(Artistic Director, Serpentine), Virgil Abloh (Chief
Creative Director and Founder, Off-White™️ and Men’s
Artistic Director, Louis Vuitton), Marc Spiegler (Global
Director, Art Basel), Kunlé Adeyemi (Architect and
Urbanist), Nicholas Grafia (Artist) and Sumayya Vally
(Architect, Counterspace).

“I think we should really begin with the artists and
architects––to listen to artists and architects about
how they imagine the city.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director,
Serpentine
05

02
06

“This power of being free to float between disciplines,
to be human, to contradict, to have a premise
and change the idea, and re-adapt is what’s great
about our modern society.”

“I think we’re at a time, indeed, where
technology seems to offer us lots of
opportunities but there’s also a lot of
knowledge that we can gain from history,
and what we have done with so little.”

— VIRGIL ABLOH, Chief Creative Director and Founder,
Off-White™️ and Men’s Artistic Director, Louis Vuitton

— KUNLÉ ADEYEMI, Architect and Urbanist

“It is very important, now more than ever, that
architecture starts to take on difference and
diversity. And I don t mean that in term of
sharing common ground: I mean being able to
imagine from places of difference.”

03

“One of the things that was so innovative
and incredible about the Bauhaus was this idea
of all different departments—from print making,
to ceramics, to glass, to metal workshops—
coming together under one umbrella.”

— SUMAYYA VALLY, Architect, Counterspace

01 (Left to right): Marc Spiegler, Hans Ulrich

“We are in this moment of change. I think those
of us who have the power to stir things
a little bit should be thinking about this classic
phrase: that you can either be an agent
of change, or a victim of circumstance.”
— MARC SPIEGLER, Global Director, Art Basel
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Obrist, Nicholas Grafia, Roya Sachs
Virgil Abloh
Marc Spiegler
Nicholas Grafia
Hans Ulrich Obrist and Nicholas Grafia
Roya Sachs

— ROYA SACHS, Curator and Co-Founder, TRIADIC
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Growing Gaia I & II:
Transforming a Hypothesis
into Action
September 2020, Berlin, Germany

Proposed by Lynn Margulis and James Lovelock
in the 1970s, the Gaia Hypothesis conceptualises the
surface of the Earth as a single ecosystem that, from
a physiological point of view, acts like a living entity.
As such, Gaia contrasts the Darwinian ‘Survival of the
Fittest’ with a worldview that stresses networking,
coevolution and co-presence.

“One of the big mistakes in the west is that
there has been this violent separation between
art and knowledge.”
— LUCIA PIETROIUSTI, Curator, General Ecology,
Serpentine

“Her big message was to first observe, and then
think about how we can describe it and in what
narratives we can put it basically, and I think
that’s maybe the implication you want to get.”

“The funny thing that we ignore is the fact that the tree
is the very first shelter that you have, a very primitive and
very important one. Wherever you are, you will see a tree.”
— FRANCIS KÉRÉ, Architect

— SALOME RODECK, Cultural Theorist

During this two-part discussion at St. Agnes, panellists
considered how to convert this hypothesis into concrete
action, discussing the implications of Margulis and
Lovelock’s work against a backdrop of climate change
and COVID-19. Co-moderators Hans Ulrich Obrist
(Artistic Director, Serpentine) and Therme Art’s CEO &
Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz, were joined by Tomás
Saraceno (Artist), Abuelo Antonio Oxté (Mayan
Shaman), Salome Rodeck (Cultural Theorist), Stefano
Mancuso (Botanist and Author), Francis Kéré (Architect),
Lucia Pietroiusti (Curator, General Ecology, Serpentine),
Egill Sæbjörnsson (Artist), Cyrill Gutsch (Founder, Parley
for the Oceans) and Tue Greenfort (Artist).

05

“It’s a question of our culture that leads us into the
situation, all the health topics, all the lockdowns, all the
trillions and billions of loss in economy and in measures
that we needed to invest to get past this pandemic.”

01

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

“So, the history of art can also be described as an
evolutionary history of a species, how it grew up
and worked together with human mankind is being one
with all the bodies and actors and factors that is part
of huge web of evolution.”

06

— EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON, Artist

“The city is a delicate construction, and most
of it is based on social injustice, or that there
is someone who have and so few.”
— TUE GREENFORT, Artist

“Lovelock and Margulis made it clear that
the challenge is not to protect humans
against microbes but to protect microbes
against humans.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director,
Serpentine

“Life on this planet means collaboration.
Without collaboration, without knowing that
you are only a little part of a network of
networks, there can’t be a future really for us.”
—C
 YRILL GUTSCH, Founder, Parley for the Oceans

02
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Lucia Pietroiusti
Egill Sæbjörnsson
Salome Rodeck
Francis Kéré
Hans Ulrich Obrist
Tomás Saraceno

“If you compare the spiders to humans we have a long way
yet to go. So it makes sense to change our habits to theirs
in order to attempt to save the climate. We have to live in
a house with spiders, to share the space.”
— TOMÁS SARACENO, Artist
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Creating in Crisis:
Systems of Creativity and
Improvisation

“Obviously there is a lot to think about and it’s
not just; “Let’s re-join the world, let’s just get
back to normal,” because normal has changed.”
— JULIETA ARANDA, Artist and Editor, e-flux

“We cannot meet on Zoom only–we also need
space to test out community, to test out social
interactions and to build social sculptures.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator,
Therme Art

September 2020, Berlin, Germany

COVID-19 has shown the incompatibility of certain
cultural practices and modes of behaviour with
continued human life. Thrust into unprecedented
territory, we now find ourselves rebuilding on shifting
grounds. Responding to crisis, however, can often feel
like passive reaction. Nonetheless, it can also be
an active process that creates new transitory forms
and (re)discovers very old practices of action.

04

05

Co-moderated by Sarah Wilson and Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
Creating in Crisis: Systems of Creativity and Improvisation
considered current crises alongside the role of culture
in this widest possible sense, exploring the urgency
in developing new cultural technologies and improvisatory
practices in harmony with human and environmental
health. Panellists were Julieta Aranda (Artist and Editor,
e-flux), Marcus Fairs (Founder, Dezeen), Jeewi Lee
(Artist), Joulia Strauss (Artist), Johann König (Founder,
König Galerie) and Matana Roberts (Composer).

(Following challenges of Covid): “But at least it
was an interesting experience. It’s a bit sad
that I have the feeling that we’ve very quickly
come back into our usual pattern.”

01

— JOHANN KÖNIG, Founder, König Galerie

02

06

“How do we protect people through our creativity? Now
the conversation has become a bit broader: How do we
reconfigure our cities?”
“We have to give something back to the
jungle. And it’s a relation, we don’t have to
have guilt or bad consciousness in asking
them this question.”

— MARCUS FAIRS, Founder, Dezeen
03

— JOULIA STRAUSS, Artist

“Every action we do, every bottle we drink
or whatever, everything we do, we leave a trace.
This leads to results and consequences.
There is also a way to deal with it.”

“People under extreme pressure need intellectual and
spiritual resistance.”
— SARAH WILSON, Professor of Modern and Contemporary
Art History, Courtauld Institute of Art
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Julieta Aranda
Marcus Fairs
Sarah Wilson
Mikolaj Sekutowicz
Johann König
Jeewi Lee

— JEEWI LEE, Artist
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“Global emissions, colonialisation, industrialisation,
the rise in popularity of Darwinian evolution theory,
the rise in popularity of the idea of free-market
capitalism and all of things are together, and
without really looking in the face of those things,
which are all part of the same, incredibly complex
system, I think we wouldn’t be, to a certain extent,
accurate or truthful to the intention––which is to
try lots of different things with the understanding
that there isn’t a solution, that there isn’t a kind of
resolve, we won’t get to a machine that will do the
thing that we need it to do.”

Art as Healing:
Tranformation of Interior
and Exterior Life
September 2020, Berlin, Germany

In our vision of a sustainable and creative future,
the Wellbeing City not only gives space for wellbeing
through design, architecture, and other aesthetic
elements, but also creates and maintains resources
for people to feel safe, inspired, and recognised. It points
its inhabitants towards art, while also empowering
them to take part in creation and collaboration.

— LUCIA PIETROIUSTI, Curator, General Ecology,
Serpentine

04

01

On the second day at St. Agnes, we were joined by a
diverse panel of artists and curators to discuss the role
of art in personal and collective healing, and the
solutions it stands to offer in the treatment of society’s
most pressing issues. Moderated by Roya Sachs
(Curator and Co-Founder, TRIADIC) and Mikolaj
Sekutowicz (CEO & Curator, Therme Art) and featuring
panellists Riya Hamid (Artist and Model), Lucia
Pietroiusti (Curator, Serpentine), Lilleth Glimcher (Artist
and Organiser), Claudia Paetzold (Curator and Artistic
Director) and Sissel Tolaas (Professional InBetweener),
this discussion explored how art can serve as a
powerful portal for healing and shaping new spaces of
free thought and connection.

05

“I think today, more so than in perhaps other
years, this critical importance of us finding
a mental, physical and emotional peace of mind
has really come to the foreground.”

“If we address art as a healing power, it is mostly
because it makes us reconnect inside, on the
inside, with the fact that we are all part of one
large fabric of connectivity and that we are
all endowed with a special gift to create and
to contribute something.”

— ROYA SACHS, Curator and Co-Founder, TRIADIC

— CLAUDIA PAETZOLD, Curator and Artistic
Director

“It’s about not coming in and assuming that
you know what someone else needs or what
a community needs and repeating the patterns
of colonisation, which the art world often does.”

02

— LILLETH GLIMCHER, Artist and Organiser

06

“We are also a community, and when we see ourselves
as communities, it doesn’t matter whether I’m rich
and healthy, when my neighbourhood family
in another district of the city is poor and infected
by Corona, because my body is also infected.”

03

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

01 Roya Sachs
02 (Left to right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Sissel Tolaas,

“We have to stop showing the world through
only a couple of the senses. We are completely
toxicated by visual and other stimuli that do
not even make sense in the way that the body
understands the world.”
— SISSEL TOLAAS, Professional In Betweener
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Lucia Pietroiusti, Claudia Petzold, Roya Sachs,
Riya Hamid, Lilleth Glimcher
Sissel Tolaas
Lucia Pietroiusti
Claudia Paetzold
Riya Hamid
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“What really connects us is that we live in this
hyper-capitalist, productivity-driven world that
forces us to not be in tune with our internal self.“
— RIYA HAMID, Artist and Model
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“Before, it seems to me that technology was only able
to destroy nature. Now it’s able to connect to it.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

Liquid Experiences:
Immersive Experiences in Art,
Nature and Cities in Time of Crises

“There’s kind of a liquid component to technology and
media. You can enter it by multiples accesses, so it’s a
new way of thinking, creatively, together with people to
create actual experiences and spaces, but also just as a
way of living.”

September 2020, Berlin, Germany

Today, more and more contemporary artists are creating
immersive spaces and art experience as well as
platforms for new kinds of exchange. One key example
here is Therme Art partner Superblue, who is supporting
artists to create immersive experiences and helping
to redefine how we think about art.

03

Using the work of contemporary artists as a starting
point, this talk explored the increasing popularity
of immersive art, as well as what the phenomenon
reveals about our contemporary world. Co-Moderated
by Therme Art’s Heiko Michels and Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
the talk featured the participation of Hannes Koch
(Artist, Random International), Sabine Himmelsbach
(Director, HEK, Basel), Jakob Kudsk Steensen (Artist),
Takashi Kudo (Artist, teamLab), Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst
(Co-Founder, Superblue) and Sean Di Lanni (Co-Founder,
Meow Wolf).

— JAKOB KUDSK STEENSEN, Artist

01

04

“I think we’re in huge danger of decoupling our attention
from or paying attention to a world decoupled from
our analogue experience, from our analogue reality.”
— HANNES KOCH, Artist

“The biggest thing of digital technology is it’s changing.
Before, everything was fixed but now it’s changing,
and we can bring the people to be in that change.”
— TAKASHI KUDO, Artist, teamLab

“The idea of selling 10,000 tickets as opposed
to a single sale of 10,000 dollars––this is
what it all hinges on. I think there’s an
incredible opportunity, then, to build hopefully
a positive exchange––a place of exchange, a
marketplace, there––that is essentially
fuelled by the people participating in the work
and goes to support the artists as well.”

“Perhaps the question is, can immersive art not just teach
us to dive in, but also teach us to surface, to get out
of these places?”
— HEIKO MICHELS, Author and Researcher, Therme Art

“Immersive art can be critical, can be showcasing
something of a societal level, and can be meaningful
when the audience becomes an active part in it.”

— SEAN DI LANNI, Co-Founder, Meow Wolf

— SABINE HIMMELSBACH, Director, HEK, Basel
02

05

“It’s about bringing people back together again
and creating experiences where they interact
with each other, they lean forward into the art,
they become part of it. This is really exciting.”
— MOLLIE DENT BROCKLEHURST, Co-Founder,
Superblue

01 (Left to right): Sabine Himmelsbach,

Hannes Koch, Heiko Michels
02 (Left to right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Jakob

Kudsk Steensen, Sabine Himmelsbach,
Hannes Koch, Heiko Michels
03 M
 ikolaj Sekutowicz,
Jakob Kudsk Steensen
04 Hannes Koch, Heiko Michels
05 Sabine Himmelsbach
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Critical Culture:
Artistic Strategies
in Reshaping Reality

04
03

September 2020, Berlin, Germany
01

With the world experiencing existential threats, every
move made now will determine the shape of the future.
In this context, critique is often framed as a remedy,
an effective means of navigating challenges and redefining
the status quo. Today, cultural players in particular
are called upon to apply their critical practices
of transformation, adaptation, and manifestation to social
realities, and to sculpt the future.

“The answer to challenging the atrocities of
this moment is looking to the most oppressed,
it’s finding that joy, it’s collectivising our
struggle so that it doesn’t become part of an
effort to just rely on leadership.”
— EDNA BONHOMME, Postdoctoral Fellow, Max
Planck Institute for the History of Science

Against this context, Critical Culture: Artistic Strategies
in Reshaping Reality highlighted the power of reframing
and using the tools of the institution against itself
in the pursuit of positive change. Moderated by Therme
Art’s Monilola Ilupeju and Mikolaj Sekutowicz, it also
featured Nicholas Grafia (Artist), Moshtari Hilal (Artist),
Julieta Aranda (Artist and Editor, e-flux), Simon de Pury
(Art Auctioneer, Advisor & Collector), Arthur Mamou-Mani
(Architect) and Edna Bonhomme (Postdoctoral Fellow,
Max Planck Institute for the History of Science).

“There’s an idea of, I want change without me changing.
That is not possible. You want change? Then change.”
— JULIETA ARANDA, Artist and Editor, e-flux

“Decisions are so many that, if we want to change
decisions, we have to change the culture. Because we
can’t change every single person––we have to change a
system.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

05

“I think it’s important when we’re talking about
mainstream to ask what mainstream you are talking
about, because they have very different implications.”
— MONILOLA ILUPEJU, Artist

02

06

“To be the best gatekeeper you can be, you might have
to give up your privilege.”
— NICHOLAS GRAFIA, Artist

“I believe culture is what brings us all together, no matter
how different we are, our different backgrounds.
It’s through culture that we learn to know each other. ”

“Radical subjectivity can be that resource for focus
on yourself and find there the content that has not been
talked about, that has not been represented in the
mainstream culture or hegemony.”

— SIMON DE PURY, Art Auctioneer, Advisor & Collector

01 (Left to right): Mikolaj Sekutowicz,

— MOSHTARI HILAL, Artist
02

“Diversity needs to come from division, but how we then
unite while keeping this diversity? I think art and culture
is really the answer for that.”
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— ARTHUR MAMOU-MANI, Architect
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“By taking on-human species seriously as agents of the
urban environment, we can also overcome our
anthropological thinking of the city (as something) only to
serve our interests, only to serve the interests of capital.”
— ANH LINH NGO, Editor in Chief, ARCH+

Berlin, Where Are We Now?:
A City as an Artistic Laboratory
September 2020, Berlin, Germany

01

Since the fall of the Wall, Berlin has been a hotspot
for artistic and architectural experiments, attracting
artists from all over the world. Today, in a moment
of change and destabilisation, these elements could
be the key for us in the creation of a new world. This talk
parsed the specific characteristics that have ensured
Berlin’s success as an urban creative hub, as well as the
steps needed to ensure it stays a vibrant and liveable
city for all of its inhabitants.

05

Berlin as a “place that left room for experiments, left room
for visions: visions in art and visions in architecture”

Co-moderated by Friederike Gräfin von Brühl (Partner
K&L Gates, Berlin, Advisor in Art Law) and Therme Art’s
CEO & Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz, the talk discussed
issues of gentrification, ecology and creativity,
highlighting collaboration as the central starting point.
Joining the conversation were local figures Moritz van
Dülmen (CEO Kulturprojekte Berlin GmbH / Berlin Art
Week), Anh Linh Ngo (Editor in Chief, ARCH+), Adrienne
Goehler (Author and Curator), Freo Majer (Founder and
Artistic Director, Forecast), Constanza Macras
(Choreographer), Yoram Roth (Cultural Investor) and
Ulrich Seibert (Lawyer and Honorary Professor for
Business Law).

— FRIEDERIKE VON BRÜHL, Partner K&L Gates, Berlin,
Advisor in Art Law
04

“ I think there’s such a thing as a culture
of artistic entrepreneurialism––people who
just want to make art. And they will make art.”

“Multiculturalism is in everybody’s mouths, but it’s
not in everybody’s heads, not in everybody’s practice.”

— YORAM ROTH, Cultural Investor

— CONSTANZA MACRAS, Choreographer

07

“We don’t have to shed tears about change. It’s part
of our life, accept it. We’re getting through this.”

“Berlin is very resilient and the artists, wherever
they live, are resilient. So, I would say that
Berlin is a model for the survival of artists
as well. And they do and have and will.”

— ULRICH SEIBERT, Lawyer and Honorary Professor
for Business Law

— FREO MAJER, Founder and Artistic Director,
Forecast
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“Nature became a kind of decoration. Our bodies live
in the illusion that we can be the only part of nature left
in our completely artificial environment.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art
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(Left to right): Moritz van Dülmen, Constanza
Macras, Adrienne Goehler, Yoram Roth, Freo Majer,
Anh Linh Ngo, Prof. Dr Ulrich Seibert, Dr Friederike
Gräfin von Brühl, Mikolaj Sekutowicz
07 Moritz von Dülmen
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“We want to win, and we want to be the winners in
the future. The way to win is to do it together…
More cooperation, less fear, let’s make more together.”
— MORITZ VON DÜLMEN, CEO Kulturprojekte Berlin GmbH
/ Berlin Art Week
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Flying Waters by Egill Sæbjörnsson
September 2020, Berlin, Germany

For the occasion of Therme Art x König Galerie,
Egill Sæbjörnsson conceived a special site-specific
artwork entitled Flying Waters, for which a set of
evocative and free flowing water jets were projected
onto the gable wall of the iconic Brutalist St. Agnes’s
church during Gallery Weekend Berlin and Berlin Art
Week celebrations from 8 – 20 September.
Using the building to create an all-encompassing
blanket, the “flying waters” created shapes and forms
that interacted both with the built environment
and nature. Sketches and models were also shown
alongside the immersive artwork, which will feature
in The Mother, the multi-sensory installation currently
in development for a future Therme Group facility.
Since the very beginning of his career, Sæbjörnsson’s
work can be seen as a technological continuation
of painting with a reference to virtual reality. He has
worked with self-generative video since 2012, when
he started to develop the video projection for Steinkugel,
which won first prize in a closed competition for
a public work at the new premises of the Robert Koch
Institute, Berlin. By projecting elements onto objects
and places, Sæbjörnsson’s art poses questions about
our current world, where the digital plays an everincreasing role.

Flying Waters by Egill Sæbjörnsson at König Galerie
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Experiencing to Reconnect:
The Transformative Potential of Art
April 2021

Over recent years, there has been a growing emphasis
on artistic projects founded on shared experience
and collective exchange. However, the pandemic and
its accompanying social and cultural upheavals
have highlighted their urgency. Reconnection through
shared experience is now a widely felt need.
Moderated by the Serpentine’s Artistic Director Hans
Ulrich Obrist and hosted by Therme Art’s CEO & Curator
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, this talk considered the powerful
role of art and creativity in creating change.
Panellists included artist and designer Es Devlin,
along with artists Torkwase Dyson and Tino Sehgal.
In collaboration with:
“While the erasure is happening, while the violence
is happening, while the dispossession is happening,
there’s always something under the belly pushing, seeing
themselves, creating liberation strategies, archiving
these strategies and passing them on through the body.”
— TORKWASE DYSON, Artist

“We still use the word ‘horizon’, we still use the word
‘horizontal’ to indicate something that’s a straight line,
although we know that the horizon must be curved
because the planet’s curved. We can’t quite rid ourselves
of the language that still anchors us to old thinking.”
— ES DEVLIN, Artist and Designer

Following page: Illustration by artist Egill
Sæbjörnsson, created for the Wellbeing Culture Forum
2020 © Egill Sæbjörnsson

Left to right:

Hans Ulrich Obrist, Torkwase Dyson, Tino Sehgal,
Es Devlin and Mikolaj Sekutowicz
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Therme Art Announces Strategic
Investment in Superblue
March 2021

In March 2021, Therme Art became a strategic investor
in Superblue, the groundbreaking new initiative in
experiential and immersive art. Following this
announcement, in July 2021, Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
Co-Founder and CEO of Therme Art, joined Superblue’s
Board of Directors, in means of strengthening the bond
between partners and to amplify their shared visions in
the realisation of interactive experiences that foster
social awareness, civic engagement and wellbeing.
Launching its first public centre in Miami in spring
2021 with installations by Es Devlin, teamLab,
and James Turrell, Superblue is pioneering a new
model for audiences to engage with the work of leading
experiential artists outside of the traditional
frameworks of museums, commercial galleries,
and temporary art events. Featuring long-term
installations, Superblue experiential art centres are
specifically conceived for the presentation of largescale works that make visitors active parts of the art
itself. Through their work, Superblue artists catalyse
engagement with pressing issues of our time and
provoke new ways of understanding ourselves and our
symbiotic relationship to each other and the world.

MARC GLIMCHER
Cofounder and Board Chair
(President and CEO of Pace
Gallery)

MOLLIE DENT-BROCKLEHURST
Cofounder and Chief Executive
Officer

Right page: 
teamLab, Universe of Water Particles, Transcending Boundaries, 2017. Sound: Hideaki Takahashi.

Installation view of Every Wall is a Door, Superblue Miami, 2021. © teamLab, Courtesy of Pace Gallery
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Superblue’s arrival to the art world is extremely
timely—in response to environmental concerns as well
as increasing digitalisation, the appetite for experience
over consumption of art is increasingly evident.
Therme Art was founded to put culture at the very heart
of Therme Group’s new urban development strategy.
There is an urgent need to reimagine our cities across
social, economic, and environmental dimensions.
Culture is a key factor in this. Within the art community,
Superblue empowers the most creative people in our
society to realise ground-breaking projects which
reflect the much-needed shift from an economy based
solely on transactions to an economy of cultural
experiences that foster mental and physical wellbeing.

Right page:

s Devlin, Forest of Us, 2021. Installation view of Every Wall is a Door, Superblue Miami, 2021. Photography © Andrea
E
Mora.
Following page:
01 
teamLab, Flowers and People, Cannot be Controlled but Live Together - Transcending Boundaries, A Whole Year

per Hour, 2017. Sound: Hideaki Takahashi. Installation view of Every Wall is a Door, Superblue Miami, 2021.
© teamLab, Courtesy of Pace Gallery
02 DRIFT, Meadow, 2017. Installation view at Superblue Miami, 2021. Photography © Oriol Tarridas Photography
03 Es Devlin, Forest of Us, 2021, Courtesy Es Devlin Studio.
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Therme Art x SUGi
April 2021

In the month of Earth Day (22 April), Therme Art
announced a pioneering global partnership with SUGi,
the premier platform for community-driven rewilding.
In the future, the collaboration will realise a programme
of forest planting to create vital biodiversity-restoration
hubs at Therme Group’s projects all over the world.
SUGi was founded in 2019 by Elise Van Middelem,
a creative strategist with a background in developing
large-scale interdisciplinary art projects. Driven
by an innovative technology-led model that allows
subscribers as well as local communities to participate
in forest planting, the company is helping to realise
new biodiverse forests all over the world. In 2020, SUGi
was chosen as one of the first cohort of champions and
innovators as part of the World Economic Forum’s 1t.
org, the historic platform set up to conserve, restore
and grow one trillion trees by 2030.
Therme Art’s partnership with SUGi developed as one
output of the Wellbeing Culture Forum, the ongoing
discussion series developed as a direct response to
the changes and challenges amplified through COVID-19.
In the future, the partnership will realise a portfolio
of native species-planting projects at Therme Group
facilities all over the world. Driven by the need to
re-integrate nature into everyday life, the wellbeing
leader is already widely recognised for its
sustainability. In 2016, its Bucharest facility achieved
LEED Platinum accreditation, becoming the world’s
first fully sustainable thermal resort.

SUGi rewilding at a future Therme Group resort © SUGi

Our partnership with SUGi emphasises that cohabitation
with our environment is not only essential for human
health, but also necessary for a new, holistic cultural
attitude. By planting native trees and designing urban
areas for the wellbeing of humans and nature alike,
we are helping to realise a fundamental cultural shift.

SUGi Founder Elise Van Middelem © Images courtesy of SUGi
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Venice 2021 Partnerships

Therme Art Supports Major
Creative Projects at the
17th International Architecture
Exhibition – La Biennale
di Venezia
May 2021, Venice, Italy

Taking place every second year, the International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia is
an unmissable event for ambitious architecture and
design. Postponed from 2020 in light of pandemic
restrictions, the 2021 edition of the La Biennale di
Venezia was curated by architect and scholar
Hashim Sarkis, and was led by the central question:
How will we live together?
In 2021, Therme Art deepened its links to La Biennale
di Venezia through its support of a series of creative
artistic projects across national pavilions and the
central exhibition. These were The Garden of Privatised
Delights in the British National Pavilion; the innovative
installation Mutual Aid by multidisciplinary think-tank
Pnat, within the framework of the exhibition Resilient
Communities, in the Italian National Pavilion; along
with Resurrecting the Sublime, an immersive artwork
created by Dr. Christina Agapakis, Dr. Alexandra Daisy
Ginsberg and Sissel Tolaas.

Stefano Mancuso (center) leading the group tour through the installation Mutual Aid by Pnat. Photography
© Francesco Allegretto

Marking our third year of engagement at Venice, this
extensive programme of support highlights our firm
belief that creative architecture and design is uniquely
placed to offer alternative ways of living, and to lead
us towards a better collective future.

Following page: Panellists at Mutual Aid: The Politics of Gaia, including: Stefano Mancuso, Refik Anadol, Sissel

Tolaas, Anab Jain, Nina Gualinga, Maja Hoffmann, Jeanne De Kroon, Joseph Grimma, Salome Rodeck, Not Vital,
Marianne Krogh; and moderators: Hans Ulrich Obrist, Mikolaj Sekutowicz. Photography © Francesco Allegretto
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The Garden of Privatised Delights

Therme Art Supports
British Pavilion at the 17th
International Architecture
Exhibition – La Biennale di
Venezia
May 2021, Venice, Italy

Therme Art again partnered with the British Council to
support the British Pavilion at the 17th International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia.
This venture marked another highlight in our ongoing
partnership with the British Council, which has
seen close collaboration at both art and architecture
exhibitions in the city since 2018.
Titled The Garden of Privatised Delights, the 2021
British Pavilion was curated by Unscene Architecture,
the experimental architectural practice comprising
Manijeh Verghese and Madeleine Kessler. Inspired by
Hieronymus Bosch’s painting The Garden of Earthly
Delights, the Pavilion examined contemporary public
space and its security in the face of increasing
privatisation.

The Garden of Privatised Delights, British Pavilion,
17th International Architecture Exhibition
– La Biennale di Venezia, 2021

Play With (out) Ground, The Garden of Privatised Delights, British Pavilion, 17th International Architecture Exhibition
– La Biennale di Venezia, 2021

Manijeh Verghese & Madeleine Kessler,
Curators of British Pavilion 2021 © Cristiano Corte
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Therme Art Supports Mutual Aid
Installation by Pnat
May 2021, Venice, Italy

Therme Art partnered with the Biennale Foundation to
support Mutual Aid, an ambitious installation at the
Italian Pavilion as part of the 17th International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia.
Created by PNAT—the Florence based think-tank of
scientists and designers led by renowned author,
botanist and Therme Art Advisory Board member
Prof. Stefano Mancuso—Mutual Aid worked from
scientific research on plants and air circulation to
realise a prototype for a future urban structure based
on sustainability and co-habitation.
Pnat, standing for Project Nature, is an emerging think
tank of designers and plant scientists with the aim of
conceiving creative solutions based on evidence. It
uses the comprehension of plant patterns and
behaviours to inspire innovative design concepts and
products, from from small to building-scale. Their
solutions aim at integrating plants within people’s
cities, houses, and lifestyles. At the heart of what
defines sustainable design today, Pnat aims to
establish synergic relationships and provoke mutual
exchanges between natural and artificial
environments.

Top: Image courtesy of Pnat. The visitor enters a space characterised by groups of transparent cases surrounded

by plants all around. The glass cases that emerge from the landscape of the installation are “Air Factories,” that are
botanical purifiers capable of cleaning the air within the Italian Pavilion. Photograph © Matteo Merli
Bottom: Schematic drawing of the installation—Mutual Aid © Matteo De Rossi, Pnat

Featured as part of the Italian Pavilion’s Resilient
Communities exhibition curated by Alessandro Melis,
Mutual Aid was on view at the 17th International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia, from
22 May to 21 November 2021.

Following page: Mutual Aid, Courtesy of La Biennale di Venezia 2021
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Therme Art Supports Immersive
Artwork Resurrecting the Sublime
May 2021, Venice, Italy

At the 17th International Architecture Exhibition –
La Biennale di Venezia, Therme Art supported
Resurrecting the Sublime, an immersive installation
merging art and biotechnology.
On view from 22 May to 21 November 2021, the crossdisciplinary artwork was part of an ongoing
collaboration between a team of synthetic biologists
and engineers at Ginkgo Bioworks led by Dr. Christina
Agapakis with the support of IFF inc, artist and
designer Dr. Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg and smell
researcher and artist Sissel Tolaas.
Posing questions on the Anthropocene and extinction,
the installation comprised a vitrine that revives a lost
flower scent—which, through participation and
sensorial experience—allowed audiences to glimpse,
and in turn, speculate on the re-existence of extinct
flowers. By using technology to connect with the past,
Resurrecting the Sublime invited us to contemplate our
actions, and potentially change them in the future.

Installation view of Resurrecting the Sublime at the 17th International Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia,
May 2021. Each vitrine is filled with the smell of an extinct flower. Credit: Dr. Christina Agapakis, Dr. Alexandra Daisy
Ginsberg and Sissel Tolaas, with support from Ginkgo Bioworks and IFF Inc. Photography © Francesco Allegretto

Resurrecting the Sublime is a travelling work that has
previously been exhibited at the Wellcome Collection,
the Barbican Centre (London), the Kunstpalais
(Erlangen) and elsewhere. Acquired as part of its
commissions programme, in the future Therme Art will
continue supporting the installation to ensure that it is
seen by wide and varied international audiences.
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Wellbeing Culture Forum x
Biennale Architettura 2021
May 2021, Venice, Italy

Throughout the opening of La Biennale di Venezia,
Therme Art is presenting a programme of multidisciplinary
discussions and workshops, taking place both in-person
and in hybrid form.

Co-moderated by Therme Art’s Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
the event gathered luminaries including:
Alessandro Melis
Alexander Voigt
Anab Jain
Antonio Girardi
Camila Pandolfi
David Ogunmuyiwa
Hala Wardé
Hans Ulrich Obrist
Jayden Ali
Jeanne de Kroon
Joseph Grima
Joseph Kosuth
Madeleine Kessler
Maja Hoffmann
Manijeh Verghese
Marianne Krogh
Mikolaj Sekutowicz
Monilola Ilupeju
Nina Gualinga
Noah Raford
Not Vital
Refik Anadol
Robert C. Hanea
Salome Rodeck
Sarah Wilson
Sevra Davis
Simon Schäfer-Stradowski
Sissel Tolaas
Stefanie Albrecht
Stefano Boeri
Stefano Mancuso

Realised in collaboration with the British Council,
Serpentine, Pnat and V—A—C Foundation Zattere the
discursive events are being held from 21-23 May and
complement Therme Art’s already-extensive presence at
the exhibition.
At La Biennale di Venezia, the Wellbeing Culture Forum
will explore themes of symbiosis and cohabitation in
greater detail, using the central exhibition as well as the
supported projects as points of inspiration to consider
the role of innovative art and architecture in fostering
more sustainable modes of life.
In collaboration with:

Left to right: Nina Gualinga, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Noah Raford, Jeanne de Kroon, Monilola

Ilupeju, Joseph Kosuth, Alexander Voigt, Simon Schäfer-Stradowski, Sarah Wilson, Stefano Boeri,
Joel Dietz, Joseph Grima and Robert C. Hanea. Wellbeing Culture Forum at the17th International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia, May 2021. Photography © Francesco Allegretto
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“How are we going to live together in terms of
environmental health, animals, plants? How important
is it to actually pool knowledge and to not go beyond the
fear of doing so?”

01

— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director, Serpentine

Mutual Aid: The Politics of Gaia
May 2021, Venice, Italy

05

During the opening of the 17th International
Architecture Exhibition – La Biennale di Venezia,
Therme Art partnered with Serpentine to
present the first in a series of panel discussions
that comprised the second edition of the
2021 Wellbeing Culture Forum.
		
Presented within the exhibition Resilient Communities,
in the Italian Pavilion, Mutual Aid is an installation
created by Pnat, the Florence-based think-tank of
scientists, architects and designers led by Stefano
Mancuso. Highlighting the cooperation intrinsic to
plant and animal life, the work stresses the urgent
need for a more symbiotic relation to the natural world.
Inspired by the multidisciplinary work of Pnat, as well
as the writings of anarchist thinker Peter Kropotkin,
the panel discussion invited scientists, designers and
architects to consider the social and political lessons
of plants and animals, as well as put forward practical
solutions to foster greater reciprocity with natural life.

03

04

“We are here in Venice. This is a city that was built with
10 million trees that were taken from the coast and
islands of Croatia. Once this happened, nature failed
to recover, the reason why culture has to open itself up
for nature.”

“We hold the false notion that life works through
competition. It’s a concept we learned from individuals
such as Charles Darwin’s followers, even though it
wasn’t his preliminary idea. Competition is not the main
force of evolution, the main force of evolution is
cooperation, and cooperation is even more important in
a stressful environment.”

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

“Speculative fiction becomes a space, where we can
really imagine possibilities, we can really travel to those
possible worlds.”

Co-moderated by Hans Ulrich Obrist (Artistic Director,
Serpentine), and Mikolaj Sekutowicz, (CEO and Curator,
Therme Art), the talk’s panellists included: Stefano
Mancuso (Co-Founder of Pnat, Author & Professor of
Botany at University of Florence), Refik Anadol (Media
Artist & Designer), Sissel Tolaas (Artist & Researcher),
Anab Jain (Designer, Futurist, Filmmaker and Educator,
Co-Founder of Superflux), Nina Gualinga
(Environmental and Indigenous Rights Defender), Maja
Hoffmann (Collector and Founder of the LUMA
Foundation), Jeanne de Kroon (Social Entrepreneur),
Joseph Grima (Architect), Salome Rodeck (Cultural
Historian), Not Vital (Artist), and Marianne Krogh (Art
Historian & Curator of the Danish Pavilion).

— ANAB JAIN, Designer, Futurist, Filmmaker and Educator,
Co-Founder of Superflux

“I believe that women are the early shapers of culture.
We are the ones within the communities that first
started pottery, translating nature through spirit into
something tangible.”

— STEFANO MANCUSO, Co-Founder of Pnat, Author &
Professor of Botany at University of Florence

— JEANNE DE KROON, Social Entrepreneur
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In collaboration with:

“The exploitation and destruction of land and earth is
based on the idea of ownership and control, use and
abuse. I think that for many women globally, it is
something that we experience as well: control. So there
is a link amongst these. For indigenous women, the link
is even stronger because for us, our territory and our
body are one. So a violation of our body is a violation of
our territory and a violation of our territory is a violation
of our bodies.”

“Water is a very potent element. It’s one of the basic
elements on Earth, something that we have taken for
granted for so long. But now it needs to come into the
foreground, together with air and Earth.”
— MARIANNE KROGH, Art Historian & Curator of the
Danish Pavilion

—N
 INA GUALINGA, Environmental and Indigenous Rights
Defender
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“How do you go into a model from the experimental? We
know we are sustainable. We know we are resilient with
the materials. We know that we do our social impact.
We work with the people from the region because the
people are as important as the plants, in my view. But
how do you make a business model out of it? ”
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— MAJA HOFFMANN, Collector and Founder of the LUMA
Foundation

Courtesy Francesco Allegretto
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Resurrecting the Sublime:
The Smell of Gaia’s Molecules
May 2021, Venice, Italy

Collectively authored by Christina Agapakis, Alexandra
Daisy Ginsberg and Sissel Tolaas, Resurrecting the
Sublime is an immersive installation that fuses
pioneering science and creative thinking to revive the
smells of flowers lost due to human activity. Exhibited
in the Giardini at La Biennale di Venezia 2021, the work
prompted audiences to think about life, extinction and
the scale of human impact within the Anthropocene.
Responding to the artwork, the panel discussion set
out to examine these themes in greater detail and to
sketch the outline of a new multidisciplinary culture
founded on human and environmental wellbeing.

“What I like to do is actually like a sculpture. It is
architecture. But also- the most important thing is
maybe the social aspect.”

“I think that nature is about competition and
cooperation. And these things are not even on two
separate ends of a scale, they’re happening at the same
time. They’re like life and death, intertwined. ”

— NOT VITAL, Artist

— SALOME RODECK, Cultural Historian

Panellists included Sissel Tolaas (Artist and
Researcher), Stefano Mancuso (Co-Founder of Pnat,
Author & Professor of Botany at University of Florence),
Refik Anadol (Media Artist and Designer), Not Vital
(Artist), Nina Gualinga (Environmental and Indigenous
Rights Defender), Salome Rodeck (Cultural Historian),
Jeanne de Kroon (Social Entrepreneur), Hala Wardé
(Architect), Joseph Grima (Architect, Curator, Editor and
Co-Founder of Space Caviar), and was co-moderated
by Hans Ulrich Obrist (Artistic Director, Serpentine),
and Mikolaj Sekutowicz, (CEO and Curator, Therme Art).

06

“If you look at nature–nature is growing, transforming
and terraforming our planet. The question is how do we
create and build with the right understanding of the
natural processes, by opening our eyes.”

“I believe that if we detach ego from data, we have a
chance to look at collective memories, time, space, and
today nature and machines can give us a new
perspective that may be much fresher than we all
collectively could achieve. ”

— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

— REFIK ANADOL, Media Artist and Designer

In collaboration with:
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“What happens when you start to smell? You engage
with the topic of concern, activating your memory,
activating and calling it a memory. That’s the topic. And
your emotion is very, very important for action. Reaction
and action are connected.”
— SISSEL TOLAAS, Artist & Researcher

“And the architecture we need, if we’re going to exist in
this planet, is not an architecture of competition, but
one of collaboration.”
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“When I talk about voids in architecture, it’s like silence
in music or blanks in poetry.”
— HALA WARDÉ, Architect

— JOSEPH GRIMA, Architect, Curator, Editor and
Co-Founder of Space Caviar, Moderation

Courtesy Francesco Allegretto
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Experiments in New Spatial
Contracts: The Garden of
Privatised Delights

04

03

May 2021, Venice, Italy

01

“We’re really interested in the redistribution of
opportunity in economic and spatial terms. If
you need social housing in a rich society, how
do you access it and how big will it be, and how
will it serve your needs and provide for you? ”
— DAVID OGUNMUYIWA, Partner, Architecture
Doing Place and Mayor of London’s
Design Advocate

In the British Pavilion at La Biennale, the exhibition
The Garden of Privatised Delights considered
privatisation, access and ownership, inviting
architects, designers and researchers to propose new
models for public space. Responding to the themes
arising from the exhibition, as well as La Biennale more
broadly, this talk explored the importance of creativity
and collaboration in place-making, while also
considering the role of technology in creating new
publics in the wake of Covid-19.

“I want schools to allow children to not only go outside
and play, but to explore these spaces, their beauty,
history, botany, architectural details and their past, to
really see how rich what they are looking at is.”
— SARAH WILSON, Professor of Modern and Contemporary
Art History, Courtauld Institute of Art

05

Co-moderated by Sevra Davis (Director of Architecture,
Design and Fashion, the British Council) and Monilola
Ilupeju (Artist and Curator), the talk’s panellists
included Sarah Wilson (Professor of Modern and
Contemporary Art History, Courtauld Institute of Art),
Madeleine Kessler (Unscene Architecture and
Co-curator the British Pavilion), Manijeh Verghese
(Unscene Architecture and Co-curator the British
Pavilion; Head of Public Programmes at the
Architectural Association), David Ogunmuyiwa
(Partner, Architecture Doing Place and Mayor of
London’s Design Advocate), and Jayden Ali (Founding
Director, JA Projects).

“How do we find those moments of irreverence and joy?
Because it’s easy to comment on the things that have
happened and to say that we know that there are issues
around access, but where do we go from here?”
— SEVRA DAVIS, Director of Architecture, Design and
Fashion, British Council

06

In collaboration with:
“I think the main thing we’re trying to ask
in the pavilion is really how these spaces
can be opened up for everybody, by
involving everybody.”
— MANIJEH VERGHESE, Unscene Architecture
and Co-curator, British Pavilion; Head of Public
Programmes at the Architectural Association

02

“Coming out of the pandemic and seeing how
desperately collaboration is needed from
different stakeholders with different
motivations, I think this is a time where we
really need to put our heads together and begin
to formulate a world that is really made for
everyone to exist in and not just some people.”
— MONILOLA ILUPEJU, Artist and Curator

“I think that we really need to understand that we live in
an ecosystem, and we know that to a certain extent. I feel
like people need to be confronted with it and with the
sum of its parts rather than to keep them concealed.”
— JAYDEN ALI, Founding Director, JA Projects

07

“I think what Covid-19 really showed us was
the importance of opening up the green
spaces in our city. There are so many spaces
in our city that are just being banked by
developers or they’re just these overgrown
enclaves which no one has any access to.
What’s the potential for us to start opening
those up?”
— MADELEINE KESSLER, Unscene
Architecture and Co-curator,
British Pavilion
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From Non-Extractive to
Re-Generative Architectures:
Growing a Symbiotic City
May 2021, Venice, Italy

The panel discussion Growing a Symbiotic City
proposed a type of architecture that doesn’t just stop
at neutrality or non-extractivism, but that also
cultivates biodiversity and an abundance of natural
resources. Bringing together experts from the fields of
architecture, activism, art, design and science, and in
conversation with the design studio Space Caviar, the
talk explored the possibilities of such regenerative
architectures in urban planning and future policy reform.

“It’s very important to understand how architecture is
the most psychological of all the art forms. When we
enter into old architectural spaces, we experience the
world view of that particular historical moment. We
enter into the psychology of how people lived during a
certain time period.”
— JOSEPH KOSUTH, Artist

Key questions included:
1. H
 ow can we move from a culture of scarcity to a
culture of abundance?
2. In what ways do non-extractivism and re-generation
depend on each other?
3. How can we apply the underground networks
between plants to cultural and social infrastructures
above ground?
4. What next steps would be needed to motivate
relevant stakeholders to step into this next
dimension of architectural reform?

“Thousands of years ago, we differentiated from the
animals with the use of fire. So fire is in our genes. It is in
our DNA. But if we want to survive, we are not allowed to
burn anything any longer. So we learnt to use electricity.
Yes, however our mentality is still very much stuck to
the fire thing.”
—A
 LEXANDER VOIGT, Physicist, Founding Director
Solon, Managing Director Lumenion GmbH

Participants included Sarah Wilson (Professor of
Modern and Contemporary Art History, Courtauld
Institute of Art), Antonio Girardi (Architect, Pnat),
Simon Schäfer-Stradowsky (Managing Director, IKEM),
Jeanne de Kroon (Social Entrepreneur, Designer,
Activist), Nina Gualinga (Environmental and Indigenous
Rights Defender), Alexander Voigt (Physicist, Founding
Director Solon, Managing Director Lumenion GmbH),
Robert C. Hanea (Founder and CEO Therme Group),
Stefano Boeri (Architect), Joseph Kosuth (Artist),
Joseph Grima (Architect, Critic, Curator, Editor and
Co-Founder of Space Caviar), and Noah Raford
(Futurist-in-Chief and Chief of Global Affairs, Dubai
Future Foundation).

“Art and culture is a co-creation of nature and a
co-creation of humans.”
— JEANNE DE KROON, Social Entrepreneur, Designer,
Activist

“If you think about the work we do in the context of
relationships with each other, with the people we love,
the people that depend upon us, you don’t approach a
love affair or a parental relationship through a lens of
extraction because then no one would want to be with
you anymore.”
— NOAH RAFORD, Futurist-in-Chief and Chief of
Global Affairs, Dubai Future Foundation

06

“But when you connect, you have two possible further
steps. One is reciprocity where the two spheres start to
communicate. And the third is contamination. And it’s
not bad, it happens.”
— STEFANO BOERI, Architect

02

“If you say non-extractive, then you also have to say
regenerative, because we are already below or behind
the tipping point of remaining neutral. If we now remain
neutral, basically our condition, as well as the health of
the population and well-being of the environment will
not improve.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO & Curator, Therme Art

“We call ourselves an advanced society, and yet we’re
completely unable to think about what our actions
mean for one hundred and fifty years into the future.
And how can we regain this control over our destiny or
at least some sort of sense of preoccupation for our
destiny.”
— JOSEPH GRIMA, Architect, Critic, Curator, Editor and
Co-Founder of Space Caviar
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“In the end, we come down to one thing, we come down
to economics. In the end, architects respond to an
economical call, respond to an environment that
finances, extracts, impacts and shapes the world that
we have ended up with and that we all agree is broken.
This is something that we have been doing for such a
long time even though we know that this won’t go for a
long time.”
— ROBERT C. HANEA, Founder and CEO Therme Group

“All children make art and then they’re forced to unlearn.”
— SARAH WILSON, Professor of Modern and
Contemporary Art History, Courtauld Institute of Art
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SERPENTINE PAVILION 2020/2021

2020/2021 Partnership with
Serpentine and Support of the
Serpentine Pavilion designed
by Counterspace
June 2020/2021, London, UK

In June 2021, Therme Group announced the
acquisition of the 2020/2021 Serpentine Pavilion
designed by Johannesburg-based Studio
Counterspace, marking its third consecutive year in
partnership with the Serpentine to support its
annual architecture programme.
Originally conceived in 2020 and then extended due to
the pandemic, the Pavilion’s design was based on
various places of meeting and belonging for migrant
communities across London. Over the course of the
summer, architectural fragments of the Pavilion were
installed in various neighbourhoods around the city
and served as places for impromptu gatherings.
For Therme Group, the Counterspace Pavilion
represents a paradigm of creative design founded
on inclusion and sustainability.

Above: Serpentine Pavilion 2020/2021 Designed by Counterspace, Exterior View, Serpentine, London,
© Counterspace. Photography © 2021 Iwan Baan

The 2020/2021 Pavilion was designed to reference
places of meeting, organising and belonging that are
particularly relevant to migrant communities in
London. The forms in the Pavilion are a result of
abstracting, superimposing and splicing architectural
elements, varying in scales of intimacy, from various
locations, translating the shapes of London into the
Pavilion structure in Kensington Gardens. During the
summer, fragments of the Pavilion will be installed in
neighbourhoods across the city, to support and
facilitate gatherings and impromptu interactions, to
honour the history of places which have held
communities over time. A specially commissioned
sound programme for the Pavilion, Listening to the City,
will feature work by artists including Ain Bailey and Jay
Bernard, connecting visitors to the stories and sounds
of lost spaces across London.

“The role of an architect is to be able to absorb, reflect and translate who we are into
the world. We need to be able to listen deeply to these silences and whispers. There’s
a whole set of worlds that are waiting to happen inside of them. I often think about
our identities and how different the world looks from different perspectives.”
— SUMAYYA VALLY, Counterspace Director and Architect

Counterspace Director and Architect, Sumayya Vally.
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COMMISSION

Therme Art x MIF
Today I Feel Like... Manchester
with Artist Jeppe Hein
June 2021, Manchester, UK

In June 2021 Therme Art commissioned the artistic
project Today I Feel Like... Manchester by Berlin-based
Danish artist Jeppe Hein as part of its collaboration with
Manchester International Festival (MIF).
For Therme Art’s commission, Hein developed an artistic
workshop taking place in local schools across
Manchester, inviting children to realise a breathing
exercise followed by a face painting that depicted their
feelings in that moment. The resulting artworks were
displayed on Festival Square from 9 – 11 July during the
2021 edition of MIF and will go on to be installed as tiles
on permanent display at the new Therme Manchester
wellbeing resort. The participatory project was conceived
to create a permanent link between Therme Manchester
and the young people in the community that it will serve.
This first cooperation between Manchester International
Festival and Therme Art highlighted the partnerships
commitment to education and participation, using
creativity as a tool to engage with local communities. By
inviting school children to talk about how they feel and to
share those feelings, the project aimed to bring benefits
for young people’s mental wellbeing. At what has and
continues to be an exceedingly difficult and disruptive
time for young people, the project was designed to bring
communities in Manchester together and be part of a
collective healing process.

Top: Therme Art x MIF – Today I Feel Like... Manchester – St. Andrews Primary School
Bottom: Therme Art x MIF – Today I Feel Like... Manchester – St Hilda’s C of E primary School

Therme Art x MIF – Today I Feel Like – St
Hilda’s C of E primary School

Hein is known for utilising unique methods of
engagement with the different audiences he encounters,
in means of closing the gap that often exists between art,
artist and viewer. Hein finds ways of formulating
concepts that translate into artworks made fully
accessible to the viewer. Today I Feel Like... Manchester,
will become an ongoing project that enables children to
become active participants and elements within the
artwork, as the artist continues to spread the message
behind the importance of Mindfulness and Wellness to
our younger generations.
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Therme Art – MIF – Festival Square – 10th July 2021

PARTNERSHIP

Therme Art x Pnat
Botanical Solutions with
Stefano Mancuso
August 2021

Therme Group recently announced the launch
of Botanical Solutions, a joint venture between
Therme Group, the multi-disciplinary think-tank Pnat
and Professor Stefano Mancuso. Pnat is a pioneering
initiative that develops design solutions based on
behavioural research on plants, led by Stefano Mancuso,
the founder of the science of Plant Neurobiology.
Pnat endeavours to reintroduce botanical systems into
our built environments, by countering the contemporary
cultural narrative that denies nature’s role within our
design thinking and construction approach.
Botanical Solutions aims to integrate the services of
plants into functional structures, to enable synergic
systems and processes of mutual assistance between
artificial and natural environments.

The joint venture’s first patentable solution is
Fabbrica dell’Aria, an innovative botanical
filtration system, such as the Mutual Aid
installation presented by Pnat at La Biennale
2021, that was used to purify air of the
exhibition’s Italian Pavilion. The project was a
prototype to state that a strategy of mutual
exchange and sharing of resources can be
widely applicable on an urban scale.

The partners’ combined vision for the project is rooted
in the overarching belief that human and planetary
wellbeing are interconnected, and that frameworks of
reciprocal aid, at the intersection of culture, technology,
plant biology and science, are the key to a sustainable
future. This joint venture will unite Therme Group and
Pnat in their mission to develop solutions that manoeuvre
different bio-technical applications into infrastructures
that can make use of their systems of mutual aid,
granting Botanical Solutions the platform to implement
viable alternatives to destructive, short-term efficient
methods currently used in most built environments.

Above: S
 tefano Mancuso, Professor of Botany at the
University of Florence and Founder of the
science of Plant Neurobiology, Pnat.

Fabbrica dell’Aria
Images Courtesy © Pnat
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Therme Mind Collaborates on
activations for Shy Synchrony,
presented by Superblue and
Design Miami/ Basel 2021
September 2021, Basel, Switzerland

Taking over the 2500 sqm Event Hall 1.0 at Design
Miami/ Basel, Superblue partnered with Therme
Mind to present a multi-sensory experience featuring
the Dutch artist duo DRIFT and a site-specific pavilion
by Japanese architect Sou Fujimoto. Throughout the
week, special programming activated the installations,
including a series of panel discussions, meditations
and workshops presented within the framework of
Therme Art’s Wellbeing Culture Forum.

© Ossip van Duivenbode

Shy Synchrony at Design Miami/ Basel 2021. © Simon
Bielander Fotografie

Sou Fujimoto’s intended forest-like space invites
visitors to interact between the space and the body,
allowing them to engage in conversations about the
past, present, or future of architecture, and about
urban settlements and the natural environment,
experimenting with spatial or social qualities in the
life-size pavilion.

Created by DRIFT for Design Miami/ Basel 2021,
Shy Synchrony is a poetic, upside-down landscape of
moving Shylights perpetually blooming in mid-air,
inviting visitors to contemplate natural rhythms and
their soothing effect on our state of being. The sitespecific installation filled Design Miami’s massive
entrance hall, providing visitors a moment of synchrony
with their immediate surroundings. DRIFT’s practice
aims to address the need for a new alignment with our
environment and a return to the strength of communal
interaction. Shy Synchrony explores our innate
response, individually and collectively, to natural
movements, creating a deepened sense of awareness
for the singular qualities of all environments we
traverse.

© Simon Bielander Fotografie

Shy Synchrony is presented by Superblue in
collaboration with Therme Mind, the new joint venture
between wellbeing leader Therme Group and
neuroscience pioneer MindMaze. MindMaze’s
groundbreaking brain restoration and learning
technology is adapted by MYND for application in
architecture, design and art projects, to create digital,
multi-sensorial solutions for mental and physical
wellbeing. MYND uses neurotechnology to interact with
users’ mind-body functions and design responsive
experiences based on biofeedback. In Shy Synchrony,
an initial render of MYND technology was displayed,
foreshadowing its future developments, by correlating
the movement of DRIFT’s Shylights with visitors’ neural
and heart rate activity, leading them into deeper states
of consciousness.

Superblue presented their commission to Japanese
architect Sou Fujimoto’s Forest of Space in dialogue
with DRIFT’s Shy Synchrony at Design Miami / Basel
2021. This first collaboration is part of a larger
Superblue project which aims to connect artists and
architects, allowing them to develop unique concepts
and experiences that push the boundary of
conventional art spaces.

MYND has developed a unique headset with sensors
that capture information from the brain, the face and
the heart, bringing one’s internal state to life via
DRIFT’s Shylights. These embedded sensors capture
brain relaxation patterns, facial muscular activities
and heart rate variations, leveraging sophisticated AI
algorithms to guide the artwork’s expressions and
movement patterns in real time. As a participant
engages in a guided meditation experience donning the
headset, their internal bodily state manifests visually
via a unique choreography of the artwork. Viewing and
understanding their impact on Shylights’ choreography
triggers their visual-cortical neuro-biofeedback loop,
and as co-participants engage in the experience, their
inner states are impacted too.
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Shy Synchrony at Design Miami/ Basel 2021. © Simon Bielander Fotografie

Following Page: Shy Synchrony at Design Miami/ Basel 2021. © Ossip van Duivenbode
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Art and Architecture as Healing:
Shaping a Mental Health Economy
September 2021, Basel, Switzerland

Presented during Design Miami/ Basel, Art and
Architecture as Healing took inspiration from Dutch
artist duo DRIFT’s moving sculpture installation Shy
Synchrony, situated within Japanese architect Sou
Fujimoto’s site-specific pavilion Forest of Space. The
talk explored the fundamental recontouring needed at
the levels of policy, design, community engagement,
environmentalism, and urban planning in the
construction of environments that heal rather than
constrain. Art and Architecture as Healing centred on
architecture’s potential as a medium to improve mental
health, deepening the connection humans have with
themselves, each other, and the environment.

“Time only exists because of a relationship to heat and
friction and movement. And if we start thinking about
architecture, this idea of otherwise really brings us to
things that are not necessarily about the measure of
time, but the confrontation with the indeterminable.”
—T
 ORKWASE DYSON, Artist

Co-moderated by Hans Ulrich Obrist (Artistic Director,
Serpentine) and Mikolaj Sekutowicz (CEO and Curator,
Therme Art), the talk’s panellists included Lonneke
Gordijn (Artist, Co-Founder of DRIFT), Olaf Blanke
(Founding director of the Center for Neuroprosthetics
at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne),
Precious Okoyomon (Poet and Artist), Torkwase Dyson
(Artist) and Franziska Kessler (MeditationProfessional).

“We always hope in this sort of experiments with
conferences that they somehow produce reality.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Co-Moderator and Artistic
Director of Serpentine

“There are few spaces in the world where you’re allowed
to actually grab yourself for a moment of rest and peace
because of the world’s constant ferocity and the way in
which it moves. So, I’m always trying to think of these
portal spaces that you can find yourself in the world,
but also out of time.”
— PRECIOUS OKOYOMON, Poet and Artist

06

“We have created an environment that is without
nature. I think that we use technology as a learning tool
to try and figure out to what extent we can respond to it
in an emotional way. In a way, it can bring me the feeling
and emotion that I’m looking for when I don’t get it from
a specific environment. Therefore, I use it to create
spaces that feel natural.”
— LONNEKE GORDIJN, DRIFT Artist

Created by DRIFT for Design Miami/ Basel 2021, and
presented by Superblue in collaboration with Therme
Mind, Shy Synchrony is a poetic, upside-down
landscape of moving Shylights blooming in mid-air,
that invites visitors to contemplate natural rhythms
and their soothing effect on our state of being. The
installation provided visitors a moment of synchrony
with their immediate surroundings. In a time that is
defined by human isolation and a disconnect from
nature, DRIFT’s practice addresses the needf for a
alignment with our environment and a return to the
communal interaction.

02

“When we have meetings in hostile environments, the
energy in the room tends to exhaust itself. We often
forget the fact that we all came together to create
something in the first place. What we are planning on
doing now, is to incorporate breathing rooms into our
buildings.”
— FRANZISKA KESSLER, Meditation and Wellness
Guide and Professional

“The exhibition itself, it’s actually only a rehearsal. But
we cannot continue only to rehearse. We also have to
start to create an environment where this rehearsal will
become reality.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO and Curator, Therme Art
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“We have used actual technology to reconnect with our
body in a different way—using MindMaze virtual reality
and other forms of technology to reconnect, maybe at a
distance, with our body, with new forms of mirrors
mediated through technology.”
— OLAF BLANKE, Founding director of the Center for
Neuroprosthetics at the Ecole Polytechnique
Fédérale deLausanne
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Therme Art, Serpentine and MYTH
Present COMMUNION at the 2021
Serpentine Pavilion
October 2021, London, UK

Marking the opening of Frieze London, and the closing
of the 20th Serpentine Pavilion, Therme Art and MYTH
hosted the transdisciplinary collaboration
COMMUNION supported by MYND, drawing together
leading voices from across the fields of art,
architecture, fashion, music, and technology in a multidisciplinary event exploring the importance of
gathering and creative production on mental wellbeing.
Designed by Johannesburg-based practice
Counterspace, the Serpentine Pavilion 2021 served as
the centrestage and catalyst for the event, which
featured performances and talks by musicians Tinie
Tempah and ENNY, architect Sumayya Vally, artist
Torkwase Dyson, and fashion designer Priya Ahluwalia.

Mikolaj Sekutowicz
Left to right: Priya Ahluwali, ENNY, Sumayya Vally, Yomi Adegoke

“Today more than ever, it is critical that the
architectural community propose creative solutions
that can adapt to the needs of diverse communities.
Counterspace’s vision for the 2021 Serpentine Pavilion
this year does just that, and we are proud to partner
with the Serpentine in support of this inspiring
multidisciplinary programme that brings artists and
creatives together to reflect upon the importance of
gathering and discussion on their creative production
and mental wellbeing in our communities.”
—MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ, CEO and Co-Founder of
Therme Art
COMMUNION is part of a series of collaborations
initiated by MYND and Therme Mind, a mental health
and wellbeing initiative launched at Design Miami/
Basel 2021 with the support of Shy Synchrony by
DRIFT, presented by Superblue. MYND makes
pioneering neuroscience technology available to
leading artists for the realisation of art and cultural
production encouraging mental health and wellbeing.

Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Bettina Korek, Dumi Oburota

Highlights of the evening included the release of a new
track by musician Tinie Tempah and ENNY’s
performance of her iconic hit song “Peng Black Girls,”
which transformed Counterspace’s Pavilion into a
stage that radiated themes of identity, empowerment,
community, belonging, and gathering.

Serpentine Pavilion 2021, designed by Counterspace

Above and following pages: © Harry Richards Photography for Therme Art
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In Conversation: The 2021
Serpentine Pavilion
October 2021, London, UK

During COMMUNION, Therme Art hosted two panel
discussions as part of their ongoing Wellbeing Culture
Forum talks, in Conversation: The 2021 Serpentine
Pavilion and Community and Belonging Through the
Lense of Creative Production. The first discussion
featured Counterspace Co-Founder and architect
Sumayya Vally, artist Torkwase Dyson, Serpentine
Artistic Director Hans Ulrich Obrist, and journalist Yomi
Adegoke in a conversation that illuminated the
influences and creative processes of the design of the
2021 Serpentine Pavilion and its sound piece. The talk
also invited participants and audience members alike
to meditate on the possibilities of architecture that is
conceived to amplify the presence of multiplicity and
migration in London and beyond.

03

“The idea of the archipelago is going to be really
interesting to see how the next architects in the future
years are going to pick up on that [...] And hopefully
Sumayya is somehow showing us the way.”
— HANS ULRICH OBRIST, Artistic Director, Serpentine

“How can we propose projects and initiatives that
promote inclusive designs within the current framework
of our urban landscapes?”
—Y
 OMI ADEGOKE, Journalist

02

“Maybe the imperative in a functioning society is to
realise that even when things are separate or
fragmented or compartmentalised and not connected,
that just because you’re not connected to something
else, doesn’t mean that that place doesn’t have its own
centre.”
— TORKWASE DYSON, Artist

05

“It’s about thinking deeply from places of difference and
asking ourselves how we can be inspired by that
difference and how we can create differently from those
different ways of being. I think that that’s something
that we have to look at and listen to deeply.”
— SUMAYYA VALLY, Counterspace Co-Founder and
Architect

01
02
03
04
05

omi Adegoke
Y
S
 umayya Vally
T
orkwase Dyson
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Sumayya Vally
(From left to right): Hans Ulrich
Obrist, Sumayya Vally, Torkwase
Dyson and Yomi Adegoke
© Harry Richards Photography for Therme Art
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““I think that because there’s so many young black
Nigerian people here that were also British, there’s like
a dichotomy of culture, so you’re like a hybrid —you’re
Nigerian because your house is Nigerian, but when
you’re outside it’s different. And so it’s just kind of
merging both of those cultures to make something
different. But just understanding that home is both
places at the end of the day and just kind of keeping
that same identity”

Community and Belonging Through
the Lens of Creative Practice
October 2021, London, UK

The second Wellbeing Culture Forum talk at
COMMUNION was moderated by Adegoke in
conversation with singer and rapper ENNY, fashion
designer Priya Ahluwalia, and Vally, who shared
stories from past and present histories, addressing
subjects that ranged from diaspora, migration, and
intergenerationally, to gentrification and identity,
and that paid homage to the strength and beauty of
Black existence.

— ENNY, Singer and Rapper

“There is something really powerful in being able to
open dialogue and conversation, to reach many
different communities, in being able to be hybrid and
resonate with many kinds of people in different realms,
whether that is cultural realms or it’s thinking of overlap
in terms of our discipline and so on. That’s something
that I thought deeply about in this pavilion. It’s not just
about being able to bring a diversity of voices in terms of
where people come from or what they look like. It’s also
about bringing diversity of thoughts.”
— SUMAYYA VALLY, Counterspace Co-Founder and
Architect

04

02
05

“I’m constantly looking at what happens to us as people,
as we go from generation to generation, moving around
the world. There’s a loss of culture, a gain of culture, a
loss of language and a gain of language. I’m from two
different places in the world. If my mom and dad didn’t
go to a nightclub in the 90s, I wouldn’t be here. So
thinking about all these funny, quirky things as well
really does feed into my work.”
— PRIYA AHLUWALIA, Fashion Designer

01 H
 ans Ulrich Obrist, Sumayya Vally, Torkwase Dyson,
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Yomi Adegoke
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 riya Ahluwalia
Priya Ahluwalia, ENNY, Sumayya Vally, Yomi Adegoke
E
 NNY
Y
omi Adegoke
Priya Ahluwalia, ENNY, Sumayya Vally, Yomi Adegoke

© Harry Richards Photography for Therme Art
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Refik Anadol, Efsun Erkilic, Mikolaj Sekutowicz

SUGi Afforestation Workshop
in Honour of COP26 and the City
of Glasgow
November 2021, Glasgow, UK

During the height of COP26 as the inaugural activation of
the global afforestation partnership Therme Group forged
with SUGi, Therme One Health planted a highly dense
biodiversity forest in Glasgow’s Broomfield park. Covering
an area of 400 sqm with trees native to Scotland,
Broomfield Forest is a showcase of how cities can
become the centerstage of the redefinition of humans’
relationship with their environment, and catalysts for
ecosystem restoration and planetarian wellbeing, to grow
and thrive in Glasgow as a legacy of COP26.
The afforestation event took place on November 10, with
an introduction by SUGi Founder Elise Van Middelem,
Therme One Health Co-Founder Mikolaj Sekutowicz,
alongside leading sustainability innovators, architects
and political delegates. Followed by a full-day outdoor
workshop dedicated to learning and planting according
to the Miyawaki Method with students of Balornock
Primary School, the forest exemplifies a dense form of
planting that counters the broad trend towards
monoculture, capable of restoring the biodiversity of
native woods. 22 native species of trees have been
planted of about 1.400 saplings grown in Scotland from
Scottish seeds, including Rowan, Hazel, Oak and Scots
pine, the latter being the national tree of Scotland, one
with remarkable biodiversity links.

Students from Balornock Primary School planting the first saplings

Located directly in opposition to the Balornock Primary
school, Broomfield Forest will regenerate an area that is
currently void of wildlife and ecological richness, restoring
a pocket of land where flora and fauna can thrive and
human health flourish, reaching a biodiversity rate 100
times higher than the one of the current grass meadow. In
3 years, this emerging ecosystem is estimated to capture
720 Kg of CO2 per annum and emit 530 Kg of oxygen,
reaching a total of 3600 Kg per annum after 10 years – a
number expected to rise once the forest has fully formed
itself and the canopy has densified, due to the soil’s
sponge-like behavior of an emitted carbon recycler.

Simon Schäfer Stradowsky, Elise Van
Middelem, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Stelian Iacob

Broomfield Forest layout

Therme and SUGi are proud to present their first
collaboration to the citizens and the city of Glasgow.
Broomfield Forest will grow and flourish during COP26
and beyond, highlighting the importance of taking
participatory action to turn cities into greener and
more pleasant places to live, to kick-start a cycle of
natural regeneration and healing for environmental
and human wellbeing.

Top:Students from Balornock Primary
School planting the first saplings
Bottom: Saplings of the 22 native species to
Scotland to be planted
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Experiential Musical Performance
by Alicia Keys at Superblue Miami
December 2021, Miami, USA

In a special one-night-only event organised by
Superblue, Therme Art, and neurotechnology pioneer
MindMaze, Alicia Keys led 600+ invited guests through
an immersive, guided meditation and musical
performance at Superblue Miami. Known for her
timeless songs, spiritual musicality, and activism, the
15-time Grammy® Award-winning singer/songwriter/
producer has always focused on uplifting her
audiences and has increasingly focused on mental
health and meditation in her personal life and work.
Presented during Miami Art Week, Secret Soirée
introduced MYND Experiences, a new series of
experiential, neuroscience-based programs developed
as part of Therme’s joint venture with MindMaze,
exploring how neurotechnology can be used in art,
architecture, design, and music to create dynamic
environments that advance mental and physical
wellbeing. The next program in the series will be a
multisensory musical experience based on this
performance and incorporating MYND technology,
launching at Superblue Miami in 2022.
Secret Soirée opened at 7pm, with guests invited to
explore Meadow by DRIFT, an interactive, upside-down
landscape of suspended mechanical flowers that
perpetually bloom in symbiotic response to the
movement of the people below. Keys led a guided
audio-visual meditation session in correspondence
with the installation, using rhythm and sound to align
body and mind within the environment and leading
participants into a deeper state of consciousness.

Top: Alicia Keys performing live at

Secret Soirée
Next Page Top: Alicia Keys

performing live at Secret Soirée School
Bottom: Reception and

Meditation under DRIFT’s Meadows
at Secret Soirée

Photos © World Red Eye for Therme Art
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At the end of the session, guests moved into a second
installation at Superblue by art collective teamLab,
where a set of responsive artworks—Flowers and
People, Cannot be Controlled but Live Together –
Transcending Boundaries, A Whole Year per Hour,
interweaved with Universe of Water Particles,
Transcending Boundaries—enlivened perception while
exploring concepts of time and the relationship
between individuals and their surroundings. Within
this space, Keys performed live, enveloping guests in
a multisensorial experience. The 75-minute set,
including new music from her forthcoming album KEYS
(out 10 December), created a dynamic interplay
between the artist and the artwork by teamLab, with
Keys’ every movement affected and overlaid by the
artwork’s projections.

Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst and Mikolaj Sekutowicz –
Secret Soirée.

The evening also included remarks from the event’s
organisers, including Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO and
Curator of Therme Art, Mollie Dent-Brocklehurst, CEO
and Co-Founder of Superblue, and Tej Tadi, Founder
and CEO of MindMaze.

Refik Anadol, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Sara Faraj, Marc
Glimcher, Efsun Erkılıç

Robert C. Hanea, Barbara Becker, Lonneke Gordijn,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz

Alicia Keys performing live at Secret Soirée.
Following Pages: Alicia Keys performing live at Secret Soirée and Meadows by

DRIFT at Superblue Miami – Secret Soirée

Photos © World Red Eye for Therme Art
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Hildegard Von Bingen
Wellbeing Culture Symposium
April 2022, Meisenheim and Disibodenberg,
Germany

Marking the 10th anniversary of her canonization and
nomination as ‘Doctor of the Church’, the first Wellbeing
Culture Symposium engaged with the life and work of
the prolific Hildegard von Bingen, and will be hosted in
Meisenheim and Disibodenberg, around the site of the
monastery in which she spent most of her life. The
twelfth-century Benedictine abbess and saint native to
the Rhineland is considered by many in Europe to be a
forebear of scientific natural history in Germany.
Hildegard observed nature and plant life to explore the
medical and scientific relationship between the human
body as a microcosm and the Christian cosmology. Her
interpretation of the natural world, as a reflection of
the divine, rebelled against a prevailing worldview that
defined human metaphysical and cultural realms in
opposition to nature–a worldview that persists today.
Hildegard’s holistic approach to theology, human
health and the natural world guided this Wellbeing
Culture Symposium, which aims to prompt a
reappraisal of a culturally-entrenched dichotomy
between humanity and nature that has alienated the
natural world from processes of urban, artistic and
cultural production.

The Medieval Town of Meisenheim

Vineyards on Disibodenberg
Host
Christian Held, Owner of Meisenheimer Hof
Panellists
Alia Al-Senussi, Patron and Academic
Claudia Paetzold, Curator
Dorothea von Hantelmann, Art Historian, Writer and
Curator
Es Devlin, Artist and Stage Designer
Florian Hertweck, Architect
Hoda El Shawadfy, Assistant to the Minister of
Environment for Ecotourism Affairs of Egypt
Jakob Kudsk Steensen, Artist
Jeanne de Kroon, Social Entrepreneur
Joel Dietz, Artist and Entrepreneur
Kennedy Yanko, Artist
Koo Jeong A, Artist
Patricia Espinosa, Executive Secretary UNFCCC
Sigrid Krauss, Pastor
Simon de Pury, Art Auctioneer, Advisor and Collector
Simon Schäfer Stradowsky, Managing Director IKEM
Sumayya Vally, Counterspace Co-Founder and
Architect
Tatiana Bilbao, Architect
Tino Sehgal, Artist
Youssef Nassef, Director Adaptation Division UNFCCC
Moderator
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Curator and Artistic Director of
Serpentine Galleries
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO & Curator of Therme Art

Disibodenberg Monastery Ruins
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Hildegard von Bingen, Scivas 1.6 “Humanity and Life”, Rupertsberg Scivias-Codex, 1152-1152
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METAPHYSICS, THEOLOGY
AND BIOLOGY

MICROCOSMS AND THE
MESOCOSM ON GAIA
The second day of the Hildegard von Bingen Wellbeing
Culture Symposium opened with keynotes by social
entrepreneur Jeanne de Kroon, artist Jakob Kudsk
Steensen and art advisor and curator Claudia Paetzold.

As the Hildegard von Bingen Wellbeing Culture
Symposium’s opening keynote, Kennedy Yanko
introduced participants to her intrinsic practice as
an artist and sculptor.
“While I was creating organically, I realized that so
many of these Daoist principles I had been studying
years before were how my practice was working. I was
working in a transient state because I was letting the
material show me the direction of it. I realized the
material would always make a better piece for me
than I could do myself.
– KENNEDY YANKO, Artist

“In old Europe, religion focused on birth, growth, death
and regeneration, as well as crop cultivation and the
raising of animals. People in this area pondered the
untamed natural forces, worshipping goddesses, or God
in its many forms. How can we reintegrate the cyclical
and earth-based wisdom, which I think is incredible?”

MATERIAL HISTORIES: A PRELUDE
TO MAKING GROUND
As the Hildegard von Bingen Wellbeing Culture
Symposium’s opening keynote, Kennedy Yanko
introduced participants to her intrinsic practice as an
artist and sculptor.

“I often present my work in contexts that focus on the
didactics between ecology and technology, and not on
generating integrative dialogue. Here, at the Hildegard
von Bingen symposium, the conversation can go
straight to what is truly interesting to me, which is the
ways in which poets, artists and biologists can
collaborate very intuitively.”

– JEANNE DE KROON, Social Entrepreneur

– JAKOB KUDSK STEENSEN, Artist

“There are so many frustrations, so many instincts and
so many urgencies that I feel that my practice works to
bring about into the world; I think Hildegard is an
ancestor in this realm.”
– SUMAYYA VALLY, Counterspace Co-Founder and
Architect

SOCIAL EMPATHY AND THE
NATURAL WORLD

KINCENTRIC ECOLOGY

The afternoon symposium session was initiated with a
call for the global community to acknowledge and
address climate change through keynotes by Patricia
Espinosa and Hoda El Shawadfy.

In this segment Tino Sehgal held a talk about
transcendence of religious cultures and political
systems, after which he was joined by Kennedy Yanko,
Es Devlin, Jeanne de Kroon and Sumayya Vally in a
roundtable discussion.
“The way most cultures worked before secular culture
in the west, is that people were focused on the sky,
focusing towards the transcendental, on what comes
after this life, living a good life, but then life is not the
end. Horizontal transcendence became a massive part
of secular urban culture.”

“Climate change recognises no borders and no
ideologies. It is about every person, every business,
every community throughout the world making
decisions and acting within the limits of the planet, the
limits that we have unwittingly reached through the
accumulation of greenhouse gas emissions in the
atmosphere.”

– TINO SEHGAL, Artist

– PATRICIA ESPINOSA, Executive Secretary UNFCCC
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VIRIDITAS AND ARIDITAS

HOLISTIC CULTURAL
FRAMEWORKS

As the Hildegard von Bingen Wellbeing Culture
Symposium’s opening keynote, Kennedy Yanko
introduced participants to her intrinsic practice as an
artist and sculptor.

In conversation with artist and designer Es Devlin, and
art historian Dorothea von Hantelmann.

“To preserve our planet we must address the
contradictions in our fragmented legal system. A part
of the solution is the One Health approach, which we
committed to by founding the One Health Research
Centre, to consider the environment, climate and our
health. Climate negotiations should apply that too,
and take responsibility for the health and wellbeing
of society.”

“To lead the transition we need very powerful narratives.
In the social concept of Reparaturgesellschaft, the
repair, care and maintenance is extended from the built
to the unbuilt environment, and thus turns every action
against the creative destruction, as we must apply the
same care and repair to the natural environment.”

“This compassion that we are finding, it is here and we
have it. If we can access that already, we could extend
from that. Why aren’t we offering it to the butterfly and
the sparrow? If we can make that connection between
the linguistic, ethnic and biodiversity that is threatened,
now is quite a moment for it.”

– FLORIAN HERTWECK, Architect

– ES DEVLIN, Artist and Stage Designer

“To absorb and rethink the wisdom of Hildegard von
Bingen and to opt for the paradigm shift necessary today,
we need new genealogies of holistic world views fuelled
by the spiritual, the feminine and the indigenous.”
– DOROTHEA VON HANTELMANN, Art Historian,
Writer and Curator

– SIMON SCHÄFER STRADOWSKY, Managing Director IKEM

HILDEGARD HEALING

CALL FOR SYMBIOTIC FUTURES

Saturday’s closing roundtable brought together artists
and UNFCCC Executive Secretary Patricia Espinosa to
explore the small and large-scale modes through
which healing can take place.

Architect Tatiana Bilbao expounded on the collective
need to rethink the fundamental form, purpose, and
application of architecture as a form of care, rather
than that of colonisation and discrimination.
“From point A to B, B to C, C to D and turning back to A,
the North and South energies are using different values
of power, free-flowing energy and the opposite energy,
for healing. The point of the city corresponds with the
meridian points of the body. It was a great inspiration
for healing myself in the last five years.”

“Architecture provides a basic form of care. It holds a
body to exist. Instead of being a form of care, it is used
as a form of colonization. It’s the purest form of
discrimination. We architects are just repeating its
forms without even questioning them. But why did we
normalize the type, the house, that is one of the most
important tools of command?”

– KOO JEONG A, Artist

– TATIANA BILBAO, Architect
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SERPENTINE PAVILION

Therme Group Supports the
Serpentine’s Annual Architecture
Programme Through the
Acquisition of Theaster Gates’
2022 Serpentine Pavilion
February 2022, London, UK

Therme Group announced its support of Black Chapel,
the 2022 Serpentine Pavilion designed by Theaster
Gates with Adjaye Associates, throughout its full life
cycle, marking the fourth consecutive year of
partnership between Serpentine and Therme. The
partners’ ongoing collaboration explores the bonds
that link art and architecture with outlets that
encourage wellbeing, such as their co-curated
Wellbeing Culture Forum talks programme.
“The Serpentine’s annual architectural programme is
a lighthouse that concurrently illuminates what is
visionary and urgent in architecture and for the future
wellbeing of cities and urban environments,”
commented Robert C. Hanea, Therme Group’s Founder
and CEO. “For Therme Group, this initiative serves as
a catalyst for continuous learning and ongoing
inspiration that is directly influencing our urban
development projects worldwide.”
Top: Images © Harry Richards Photography / reportography.london
Bottom: Theaster Gates

“Therme Art was founded to support the realisation
of visionary projects that align architecture and urban
planning to the body, mind and soul. Our recently
launched mental health initiative is focusing on the
responsibility of artists, architects and creatives to
generate healthy and nurturing environments,” stated
Mikolaj Sekutowicz.
Black Chapel draws its inspiration from the historic
great kilns of Stoke-on-Trent, paying homage to British
craft and manufacturing traditions. Primarily crafted
of wood, the Pavilion’s design alludes to the
performative and meditative qualities of a small
chapel. A bell from the demolished St. Laurence
Church on Chicago’s South Side will be placed next to
the entrance of the Pavilion and used to call, signal,
and announce performances and activations. A single
source of light from an oculus will create a sanctuarylike environment for reflection and communion.
Conceived as a platform for participation and
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Bettina Korek, David Adjaye, Maja Hoffmann, Theaster Gates, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Sou Fujimoto,
Mikolaj Sekutowicz
performances, with an emphasis on music and public
engagement, Black Chapel extends the artist’s practice
of space-making through vernacular urban and
architectural interventions.
Theaster Gates explains, “The name Black Chapel is
important because it reflects the invisible parts of my
artistic practice. It acknowledges the role that sacred
music and the sacred arts have had on my practice, and
the collective quality of these emotional and communal
initiatives. Black Chapel also suggests that in these
times there could be a space where one could rest from
the pressures of the day and spend time in quietude. I
have always wanted to build spaces that consider the
power of sound and music as a healing mechanism and
emotive force that allows people to enter a space of
deep reflection and/or deep participation.”
Throughout the Summer, the 2022 Pavilion became a
platform for Serpentine’s programme and featured the
return of Park Nights, the interdisciplinary platform for
live encounters in music, poetry, dance, and the
Serpentine’s Education and Civic activations, including
Family Workshops and Community Day.
The Pavilion was designed to minimise its carbon
footprint and environmental impact, in line with
Serpentine’s and Therme Group’s sustainability
policies. The predominantly timber structure is
lightweight and fully demountable, with a focus on
sustainably sourced materials and the reusability of
the structure as a whole after its time installed at
Serpentine. Black Chapel, together with previous
pavilions Therme Art has partnered with, will be
reconstructed and re-sited for future programming
and presentations.

Images © Harry Richards Photography /
reportography.london
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The Impact of Social Practice
April 2022, Venice, Italy

In partnership with the British Council, and with
essential contribution from the Serpentine, this
conversation focused on The Impact of Social Practice
within communities, featuring Sonia Boyce’s
installation Feeling Her Way at La Biennale di Venezia
2022 as a point of departure.
In partnership with the British Council, and with
essential contribution from the Serpentine, this
conversation explored the social components of Sonia
Boyce’s process and installation, highlighting its
historical context and political significance, as well as
the practices of other artists who involve community in
their work in order to provoke change. Socially engaged
practice, also referred to as social practice or socially
engaged art, uses the synergies between people,
communities, and environments as a catalyst to spur
conversation, collaboration, and social change. The
need for socially engaged work comes at a time when
the world feels incredibly divided. How can social
practice create a space for dialogue between different
communities? How can the ruptures and confusion
often present within these exchanges become a
material that shapes the work’s aesthetic, political,
and educational framework?
Boyce’s multi-media installation Feeling Her Way for
the British Pavilion is a poignant example of the
wondrous possibilities that can arise from the power of
creative collaboration. The Impact of Social Practice
opened up a space to further meditate on the
reverberations of social practice within the art context
and beyond, highlighting the importance of mutability
and collaboration as we resist an increasingly
fractured world.

“I’m also on that journey of the space
between the known and the unknown. And
that’s what play’s all about, because play,
particularly playing with others, is about
trying to get to a place of innovation. What is
the edge of this? What is the edge of our
possibilities between me and you? And of
course, within that, when one is able to
overcome that moment of anxiety and that
sense of vulnerability and go on that journey,
extraordinary things can happen.”

Opening remarks
Emma Dexter, Commissioner of the British Pavilion
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO & Curator of Therme Art

— SONIA BOYCE, Artist of the British Pavilion at
La Biennale di Venezia 2022

Panellists
Sonia Boyce, Artist and Educator
Precious Okoyomon, Artist, Poet, and Chef
Emma Ridgway, The Shane Akeroyd Associate Curator
of the British Pavilion
Moderators
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Curator and Artistic Director of
Serpentine Galleries
Monilola Ilupeju, Artist and Curator at Therme Art

Top: Panellists Hans Ulrich
Obrist, Emma Ridgway, Sonia
Boyce, Precious Okomoyon
and Monilola Ilupeju
Bottom: Sonia Boyce OBE RA
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Therme Group and Therme Art
Supports the British Council at
the 2022 British Pavilion – La
Biennale di Venezia
April – November 2022, Venice, Italy

Therme Group announced its support of artist Sonia
Boyce OBE RA’s major solo exhibition, Feeling Her Way
at the British Pavilion to represent Great Britain at the
59th International Art Exhibition – La Biennale di
Venezia 2022, from 23 April to 27 November. Boyce’s
exhibition is a new multi-media work installation
comprising video, sound, wallpaper and sculptural
objects throughout the galleries of the British Pavilion.

Sonia Boyce OBE RA

“Our relationship with the British Council is
fundamental to our mission at Therme,” said Robert C.
Hanea, Therme Group Founder and CEO. “We are
pleased to support contemporary British culture and
exemplary artists like Sonia Boyce that powerfully
speak of our intrinsic need to bridge the gap that exists
between art, architecture, and wellbeing across our
urban environments.”
Room 1 in the British Pavilion featuring four performers - Errollyn Wallen, Tanita Tikaram, Poppy Ajudha, Jacqui
Dankworth – 2022 – Image © Cristiano Corte © British Council

Boyce’s practice is improvisational and highly
collaborative, inviting contributors or participants to
come together and speak, sing or move in relation to
the past and the present. At the heart of Boyce’s work
is an empowering exploration of gestures and events,
with an underlying focus on the personal and political
subjectivities behind them.
“Our support of Sonia Boyce’s exhibition at the British
Pavilion at the Venice Biennale directly translates
Therme Art’s efforts to engage in the production of
culture and art beyond traditional boundaries. Cultural,
artistic and architectural engagement are at the core of
who we are,” commented Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO and
Co-Founder of Therme Art.

Artist Sonia Boyce standing in room 5 at the British Pavilion,
2022, Image © Cristiano Corte © British Council

Great Britain Pavilion, Golden Lion for
Best National Participation, 1797,
Photography © Andrea Avezzù,
Courtesy La Biennale
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Benefit for Ukraine’s People
and Culture
April 2022, Venice, Italy

International art world leaders raised 1.215 Million
EUR for Ukraine humanitarian and cultural
organisations during Venice Biennale. Benefit initiative
continues through online auction of more than 40
works available until 8 May.
Therme Art, through its initiative the Ikona Collection,
together with TBA21 and the Brant Foundation
co-hosted a special benefit event during the Venice
Biennale, with proceeds dedicated to supporting
pressing humanitarian needs in Ukraine, including
cultural workers and resources. Raising a total of 1.215
million EUR, the dinner and live auction conducted by
Simon de Pury took place on 21 April at the Scuola
Grande di San Rocco in Venice, Italy, drawing over 230
attendees. The event was held in celebration of
Ukrainian culture, aligned under the mission to prevent
the extinction of cultural identity targeted by genocide.
A speech by President of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelenskyy,
provided by the Victor Pinchuk Foundation was
screened at the event, during which Zelenskyy noted:
“There are no tyrannies that would not try to limit art.
Because they can see the power of art.”
The heirs of Maria Prymachenko, praised by the likes of
Pablo Picasso and supported by this year’s curator of
La Biennale Cecilia Alemani, presented an artwork at
auction, achieving new records for the Ukrainian artist,
whose work sold for €110.000. New records were also
achieved by Claudia Comte, whose 2017 work The
Biggest Marble Donut sold for €60.000; and Ukrainian
artist Alina Zamanova, whose 2022 work Day 31 of War
sold for €35.000.

Recipient organisations include:
Maria Prymachenko Family Foundation
Appeal of Conscience Foundation
Museums for Ukraine
100% Life
Museum Crisis Centre
Ukrainian Emergency Art Fund
Ukrainian Emergency Pavilion

Top: Scuola Grande di San Rocco, Venice, Italy
Next Page: Benefit for Ukraine’s People and Culture,

Venice, Italy
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Ivy Getty, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Kennedy Yanko, Benefit for Ukraine’s
People and Culture, Venice, Italy

Victor Pinchuk, Benefit for Ukraine’s People and Culture, Venice, Italy

“We have been overwhelmed by the incredible response
from international arts leaders, philanthropists,
collectors, and artists who came together to support
the cultural heritage and contemporary creative
community in Ukraine this week and have continued to
donate to the online auction. We invite everyone to join
in supporting these important organisations during this
critical time for Ukraine’s people and culture.”

Simon de Pury, Benefit for Ukraine’s People and Culture,
Venice, Italy

— Organisers Mikolaj Sekutowicz (Ikona Collection), Peter
Brant Jr. (Brant Foundation) and Francesca ThyssenBornemisza (TBA21)

Francesca Thyssen-Bornemisza, Benefit for Ukraine’s
People and Culture, Venice, Italy
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Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Benefit for Ukraine’s People and Culture, Venice, Italy
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KLOSTERS FORUM - WELLBEING CULTURE FORUM WORKSHOP

Therme Group Partners with DLD
to Discuss Future of Wellbeing at
DLD22 in Munich

Wellbeing Infrastructure: A Call for
a New Evidence-Based Approach
Toward Built Environments

May 2022, Munich, Germany

June 2022, Klosters, Switzerland

Therme Group partnered with global conference
network DLD – Digital Life Design to host a Wellbeing
Culture Forum talk on May 22 at DLD22 in Munich.
Hosted by Therme Art, the talk opened the last day of
DLD22. Titled The Future of Wellbeing, the panel fell in
line with this year’s DLD conference motto “Reality
Rules!?” and invited experts across fields to assess
poignant technological, economic, societal and
ecological shifts present on a global scale. The talk was
initiated and moderated by Therme Group Vice
President Mikolaj Sekutowicz, who introduced the talk’s
panellist speakers, and reinstated the significance of
bringing together experts across different fields as we
continue to advance on our mission to provide collective
wellbeing to the future of our cities.

Leading wellbeing provider Therme Group and the One
Health Research Centre hosted a Wellbeing culture
forum workshop at the Klosters Forum 2022 titled
Wellbeing Infrastructure: A Call for a New Evidencebased Approach Toward Built Environments. The
workshop aligned with the TKF 22/23 overarching
theme: Future of the Built Environment.

Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Moran Cerf, Nina Gualinga, Jeanne
de Kroon, Sumayya Vally at DLD22 in Munich. Image
© DLD Conference

Panellists included Social Entrepreneur Jeanne de
Kroon, facilitating links between communities and
businesses worldwide, Neuroscientist and Business
Professor Moran Cerf, employing neuroscience
methods in his research of human psychology,
Climate Activist and Indigenous Rights Defender Nina
Gualinga, endeavouring to reinstate indigenous
knowledge into contemporary educational curricula,
and Founder and Principal Architect of Counterspace
Sumayya Vally, utilising her practice as a vehicle to
creating spaces which are conducive to community
engagement and belonging.

The programme highlighted the power of Wellbeing
Infrastructure in reshaping our urban landscapes to
promote the health of human and natural
environments, through the incorporation of
regenerative architecture. The workshop was part of
the One Health Research Centre’s year-round
programme comprising discussions, working groups
and research projects, aiming to bring together
multidisciplinary experts and progressive leaders from
the fields of climate science, environmental
conservation and architecture to initiate actionable
plans toward a realisable Wellbeing City. Prior
initiatives in the programme include a paper presented
by the One Health Research Centre at COP26, titled
From Building to Growing Cities: A Position Paper on
how climate-positive and health-promoting economic
growth can be achieved by integrating nature-based
solutions into the building code.
The workshop was co-moderated by Mikolaj
Sekutowicz, Vice President of Therme Group and CEO
and Co-Founder of Therme Art, and Sumayya Vally,
architect and founder of Johannesburg-based
architecture studio Counterspace, who invited
participants to think about buildings across their full
lifecycles and to envision the possibility of
implementing measures by which the full impact of a
building is to be accounted for.

Drawing on the nuances present between contemporary
scientific–medicinal advancements, architecture as a
vehicle for healing, and indigenous forms of knowledge
that teach our undeniable interdependence with the
natural world, The Future of Wellbeing invited experts to
assess the interconnectedness in our planet and our
people’s levels of wellbeing and discuss how we must
continue to endeavour in our areas of expertise in order
to reinstate substantive and egalitarian wellbeing in our
future cities.

Panellists
Jeanne de Kroon, Social Entrepreneur
Moran Cerf, Neuroscientist and Business Professor
Nina Gualinga, Climate Activist and Indigenous Rights
Defender
Sumayya Vally, Founder and Principal Architect of
Counterspace

Therme Group is proud to have partnered with DLD to
bring together visionaries from around the globe who
are eager to change the world in an increasingly digital
era through an interdisciplinary platform for exchange.
Speakers previously featured at DLD include Zaha
Hadid, Ursula von der Leyen, Mark Zuckerberg and
Christiana Figueres.

Moderator
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Vice President of Therme Group

Top: Klosters Forum 2022. Image © Julian Tse
Next Page: Sumayya Vally at Klosters Forum 2022.

Image © Julian Tse
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“I think we are all humbled by the sound of the heartbeat as the very first sound that
we hear in our mother’s heartbeat. Then we hear our own. And you know, when you’re
presenting a piece like this, to me, what matters is that you hear it in concert.”
— RAFAEL LOZANO-HEMMER, Artist

Invisible Symphonies: Healing
Through Participatory Art and
Human-Centered Technologies
June 2022, Basel, Switzerland

On June 16, in collaboration with Superblue and MYND,
and on the occasion of Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s
installation Pulse Topology opening at Design Miami/
Basel 2022, Therme Art presented the talk Invisible
Symphonies: Healing Through Participatory Art and
Human-Centered Technologies.
The discussion drew inspiration from Lozano-Hemmer’s
installation as it created a platform to exhibit people’s
most symbolic biorhythm: their heartbeat. What
happens when our pulse becomes tangible through art?
Gathering artists from a diverse set of visual practices,
this iteration of Therme’s Wellbeing Culture Forum
explored the spatial strategies that can be utilised
within art, architecture, and technology to support
mental and physical wellbeing.
The panel started with a guided meditation by Tatiana
Kranz, Co-Founder of Yoga Futura, utilising Rafael
Lozano-Hemmer’s Pulse Topology installation to
showcase the physical effects of meditation on the
body. Therme Art’s CEO & Curator Mikolaj Sekutowicz
stood under the installation, allowing the artwork’s
heart-rate sensors to interact with his biometric data,
resulting in an audiovisual experience displayed
through the installation’s 3.000 filament light bulbs.
Breathing and heart function play a crucial role in our
quality of wellbeing. When we approach the breath
with focus and extend our exhalations, we activate our
parasympathetic nervous system, which slows down
our heart rate, reduces stress levels, and promotes
bodily health over time. Lozano-Hemmer’s intuitive
light installation illuminates this central process of life
and opens up conversations about the roles of art,
science, and sustainable technologies in creating
healing spaces that highlight the invisible mechanisms
that keep our bodies alive.

Panellists
Brandon Ndife, Artist
James Bantone, Artist
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Artist
Simon Denny, Artist
Stephanie Comilang, Artist
Sveta Mordovskaya, Artist
Co-Moderators
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director, Serpentine
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO and Curator, Therme Art

Top: Meditation guided by Tatiana Kranz
Next Page: Wellbeing Culture Forum, Invisible

Symphonies. Image © Alejandro Chavarria
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PARTNERSHIP

Aurora Institute in Partnership
with Impact One
July 2022, St. Tropez, France

Aurora Institute is a breakthrough nonprofit,
nonpartisan organisation, founded in partnership
with Impact One to bring together world leaders at the
forefront of business, technology, science and art, to
celebrate the exploration and discovery of new
frontiers of the mind, mental health and the science
of psychedelics.
Aurora Institute was designed to achieve maximum
measurable impact through the creation of resonating
forums and the implementation of hands-on solutions
to create actionable support for the more than 1 billion
people suffering globally from mental health issues.
Aligning with Impact One’s mission to create projects in
innovation, infrastructure and culture to address
human and environmental wellbeing, Aurora Institute
strengthens two of its four main pillars: Health and
Wellbeing, Culture and Education.
Refik Anadol, Mikolaj Sekutowicz, Louise Tabbiner, Henry Chalhoulb, Christian Angermeyer
Aurora Institute’s Evening of Discovery on 23 July
inaugurated the first of many world-leading annual
events dedicated to mental health philanthropy, with
the presentation of immersive, multisensorial art and
design commissions and digital blockchain
technologies that position mental and physical
wellbeing as their building foundations. The weekendlong event drew 500 of the world’s thought leaders
across many industries and sectors to help raise
awareness and create actionable support to help
individuals globally suffering from mental health
issues.
To create actionable support, Therme Art and MYND,
presented a series of large-scale, experiential and
immersive artworks, supported by Impact One. Some of
the works presented by MYND were sold at Evening of
Discovery to generate charitable proceeds directed to
organisations advocating for mental health.

Refik Anadol and Mikolaj Sekutowicz
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Towards a Culture Of
Mental Wellbeing
July 2022, St. Tropez, France

On the occasion of the roundtable series Aurora
Dialogues – Joining Forces for Mental Health, Therme
Art collaborated with MYND to present a Wellbeing
Culture Forum talk titled Towards a Culture of Mental
Wellbeing, supported by Impact One. MYND and
Therme Art’s Wellbeing Culture Forum talk, Towards a
Culture of Mental Wellbeing explored how the social,
political and economical bones that build our current
cultural framework need to be reimagined in order to
serve collective wellness and vitality.
The panel aimed to highlight the positive impact that
cultural initiatives, driven by productions such as
experiential and immersive art, have on mental health,
so that we are given a chance to reconsider the
strategies we are currently employing to expand the
accessibility of wellbeing across communities. As such,
the conversation focused on the central role that
cultural regeneration must play in mental and
environmental rehabilitation.

Mikolaj Sektuowicz, Refik Anadol, Roskana Ciurysek-Gedir, Benjamin Habbel at Aurora Dialogues

The works have been developed by mental health
initiative MYND, a mental health initiative by wellbeing
leader Therme Group and neuroscience pioneer
MindMaze, in collaboration with Therme Art. MYND
was created by leading wellbeing provider Therme
Group and neuroscience pioneer MindMaze to provide
commissioned artists, architects and creatives with
the resources and means they require to create
experiential artworks that visualise mental healing
processes and promote mind-body alignment.

Panellists
Refik Anadol, New Media Artist and Director
Roksana Ciurysek-Gedir, Founder of Possible X,
Entrepreneur and Creative
Benjamin Habbel, CEO of Aethos Hotels and Founder &
CEO of Limestone Capital AG
Mikolaj Sekutowicz, CEO & Curator of Therme Art, Vice
President of Therme Group, and Founder & Chairman of
Impact One
Left: Aurora Dialogues by Aurora Institute
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Therme Art and MYND
Present Experiential Art
Commissions at Aurora Institute’s
Evening Of Discovery
July 2022, St. Tropez, France

Mental health initiative MYND and non-profit
organisation Aurora Institute joined forces in St. Tropez
to present a series of large-scale, experiential art
commissions by Refik Anadol, Tino Sehgal, Jeppe Hein,
and DRIFT and a live musical performance by Tinie
Tempah at the inaugural Evening of Discovery event.
The evening inaugurated the first of many worldleading annual events dedicated to mental health
philanthropy, with the presentation of immersive,
multisensorial art and design commissions and digital
blockchain technologies that position mental and
physical wellbeing as their building foundations.
Together with MYND, Therme Art also presented the
latest edition of its Wellbeing Culture Forum exploring
collective mental health and wellness.
Aurora Institute is a breakthrough nonprofit,
nonpartisan organisation bringing together the world’s
leaders at the forefront of technology, science, art,
fashion and philanthropy, to improve mental health
globally. The artworks presented at Evening of
Discovery reflected Aurora Institute’s incentive to raise
awareness and create actionable support to help the
more than 1 billion people suffering globally from
mental health difficulties.

Top: Franchise Freedom, by DRIFT performance at Aurora Institute’s Evening of Discovery
Bottom: Today I Feel Like... by Jeppe Hein at Evening of Discovery

Top: Sense of Healing by Refik Anadol presented
at Aurora Institute’s Evening of Discovery
Bottom:Tinie Tempah performance at Evening
of Discovery

The works have been developed by mental health
initiative MYND by wellbeing leader Therme Group and
neuroscience pioneer MindMaze, in collaboration with
Therme Art. MYND was created by leading wellbeing
provider Therme Group and neuroscience pioneer
MindMaze to provide commissioned artists, architects
and creatives with the resources and means they
require to create experiential artworks that visualise
mental healing processes and promote mind-body
alignment.

Next Page: Queen Latifah with Today I Feel Like... by Jeppe Hein at Aurora Institute’s Evening of Discovery
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Evening of Discovery Auctions
Sense of Healing: AI Data
Sculpture A and NFT Editions by
Refik Anadol
July 2022 - St. Tropez

Refik Anadol’s new software-based sculpture, Sense of
Healing: AI Data Sculpture, plus a series of NFTs
created out of the main work, were presented at Aurora
Institute’s Evening of Discovery by mental health
initiative MYND as part of Therme Art’s programming
curated by IKONA Collection. Twelve of the NFTs were
sold at the event’s auction for €120k each, raising more
than €1.4M in proceeds that will benefit charitable
mental health initiatives such as Klitschko and Kevin
Love Fund. Sense of Healing was later auctioned at
UNICEF’s Summer Gala for a record-breaking €1.7M.
Sense of Healing is the largest neurotherapeutic AI
data sculpture in the world, as well as the first artwork
produced at this scale using human brain data. It
emerged from Refik Anadol Studio (RAS) Media Lab’s
decade-long investigation into the meditative and
healing qualities of collectively experienced art, and
was created utilising MindMaze’s cutting-edge
neurotechnology to interpret datasets of brain
activities to create a multisensory immersive artwork
that would promote mental health through art.

Sense of Healing: Data Sculpture A by Refik Anadol
unveiled at Aurora Institute’s Evening of Discovery

Sense of Healing marks the first iteration of an ongoing
collaboration between new media artist Refik Anadol,
Therme Art, and MYND. The collaboration reflects
MYND’s mission to increase mental health awareness
and accessibility through art and cultural productions.

Previous Page: Sense of Healing: Data Sculpture AI by Refik Anadol
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MYND Breaks Artist’s Auction
Record at UNICEF Summer Gala in
Capri Commissions Refik Anadol’s
Sense of Healing: AI Data
Sculpture
July 2022, Capri, Italy

At the fourth annual UNICEF Charity Summer Gala
presented by Luisaviaroma, Refik Anadol’s data
sculpture Sense of Healing sold at auction for a recordbreaking €1.7M. The artwork was commissioned by
Mental Health Initiative MYND and Impact One, and
was donated to auction by Therme Art’s Ikona
Collection initiative. The proceeds of the artwork
auction went to UNICEF’s charitable programmes.
Sense of Healing is the largest and first
neurotherapeutic AI data sculpture to be produced
using human brain data. The work illustrates the healing
processes in mental health patients through interpreted
datasets of brain activities collected with EEG sensors,
fMRI and DTI imaging techniques. The result is a
multisensory immersive artwork that promotes mental
health through art and supports collective healing
processes, which is at the core of MYND’s mission.
The data sculpture was first premiered at Aurora
Institute’s Evening of Discovery in St. Tropez earlier
that month.

Simon de Pury and Refik Anadol
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Top: UNICEF x Luisaviaroma Summer Gala in Capri
Bottom: Simon de Pury auctioning Sense of Healing: AI Data Sculpture A by Refik Anadol at UNICEF Capri Gala
Next Page: Simon de Pury and Refik Anadol at UNICEF x Luisaviaroma Summer Gala in Capri
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ART ADVISORY BOARD
Therme Art has gathered some of the most influential and innovative minds
from art and architecture to join us in broadening conversations about art,
architecture, and the future of urban environments. Providing their
unparalleled expertise and insight, these individuals offer strategic advice on
how to best execute Therme Art’s mission, as well as Wellbeing Culture
Forums and Workshops, working towards a sustainable and impactful future.

DAVID ADJAYE
Adjaye Associates, Founder and Principal Architect
Since establishing Adjaye Associates in 2000, Adjaye has crafted a global
team that is multicultural, which is stimulated by the broadest possible
cultural discourse, and is characterised by a sense of curiosity and a
research-based methodology. Among other prestigious international
projects, Adjaye is the lead designer of the Smithsonian National Museum
of African American History and Culture.

MICHAELA NEUMEISTER DE PURY
Art Expert, Curator and Collector
Michaela de Pury is founder of Michaela de Pury, an advisory company
specialising in building art and design collections, consulting established
collectors and institutions, as well as facilitating private transactions of
impressionist, modern, post war and contemporary art and design. Previous
to this she was Co-Founder and Partner of de Pury de Pury. She joined
Phillips de Pury & Company in 2000, and was Senior Director until 2012.

“Art should be completely integrated into our daily experience. Therme Art finally offers the
artist of the twenty-first century a resolutely holistic approach to creativity and creation.”
— SIMON DE PURY

SIMON DE PURY
Art Auctioneer, Advisor and Collector
Simon de Pury is one of the leading figures in the art market. He is
renowned for his deep and long-standing knowledge of the global
marketplace and for his legendary performance on the auction podium. At
the beginning of 2013 Simon founded de Pury de Pury, a company specialising
in building collections, consulting established collectors and institutions,
as well as facilitating private transactions of impressionist, modern, post war
and contemporary art. In 2015, together with Arnaud Massenet, co-founder
of Net-A-Porter, and Michaela de Pury, he founded de-Pury.com, an online
platform for contemporary culture and auctions of contemporary art. In 2016
de Pury published The Auctioneer, his memoirs, released in the U.S and the
U.K, and in Spanish, French and Chinese editions.

ALIA AL-SENUSSI
Patron and Academic
Alia Al-Senussi is a patron and academic. Al-Senussi works to promote
various institutions and non-profit organisations through the arts and their
overlapping interests with business and diplomacy. Al-Senussi currently
serves on the Tate Modern Advisory Board as well as on the Board of
Trustees of the Elisa Sednaoui Foundation, the Showroom London and the
Global Heritage Fund UK. She works as the VIP Representative for the UK
and the Middle East and consultant for Art Basel, as well as Advisor for Arts
& Culture to the Milken Institute and Advisor to the Saudi Arabian Ministry
of Culture and holds various ambassador and executive roles.

JEANNE DE KROON
Founder, Zazi Vintage
Jeanne de Kroon is the founder of Amsterdam-based fashion label Zazi
Vintage, a social and environmental activist in the sustainability movement
and a consultant for both the UN and global businesses aiming to facilitate
a new narrative. Zazi Vintage is a brand that was founded in 2017 and
connects consumers back to the story behind cloth one dress at a time.
Working both circular, with natural fibers and with women’s led artisanal
projects along the United Nations EFI, Zazi focusses on the environmental
and social impact behind the garment industry while weaving the stories of
nature and women together.
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FRIDA ESCOBEDO
Architect
Frida Escobedo is the principal and founder of an architecture and design
studio based in Mexico City. Her designs have been featured at the Venice
Architecture Biennale (2012 and 2014) and the Lisbon Architecture
Triennale (2013). In 2018, she became the youngest architect to work on
the Serpentine Pavilion. Escobedo has won numerous awards, including
winner of the Young Architects Forum, organised by the Architectural
League of New York (2009); the Scholarship for Young Creators by the
National Fund for Arts and Culture (FONCA) (2004); and the IberoAmerican Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism Prize (IX BIAU) in
Rosario, Argentina (2014), among others.
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ROBERT C. HANEA
President and CEO, Therme Group
SARA FARAJ
Secretary of the Therme Art Advisory Board
Sara Faraj studied psychology in Warsaw and Art Management in New
York and worked for a UAE-based art fund. In 2017, Sara joined the Therme
Art team and helped to create the international Advisory Board. She
serves on the board as a member and has been its secretary since the
beginning of 2018.

Robert C. Hanea is the Chairman and CEO of Therme Group, a leading global
technology company focused on revolutionising the wellbeing industry. Mr
Hanea’s vision for Therme Group is driven by the complex interplay of
culture, nature and technology, and is focused on developing the perfect
balance to busy urban life through state-of-the-art capabilities. His work is
based on the belief that arts and culture will be a major component in
achieving a healthier and more sustainable civilisation and is invested in
finding radical and transformative solutions towards this end.

“Culture is timeless. We want to give artists platforms. We want to give society a platform to
engage with ideas, with the work, to think of what the future can be.”
— ROBERT C. HANEA

FRANCIS KÉRÉ
Founder and Lead Architect of Kéré Architecture

MAGDALENA M. GABRIEL
Art Advisor and Curator

Francis Kéré’s architectural practice has been recognised nationally and
internationally with awards including the Aga Khan Award for Architecture
(2004) for his first building, a primary school in Gando, Burkina Faso, and
the Global Holcim Award 2012 Gold. He has developed innovative
construction strategies that combine traditional building techniques and
materials with modern engineering methods. Kéré’s work has recently been
the subject of solo exhibitions at the Architekturmuseum in Munich and the
Philadelphia Museum of Art (both in 2016). In 2017 the Serpentine
commissioned him to design the Serpentine Pavilion in London.

Trained as a lawyer in Poland, Magdalena M. Gabriel made the shift into
the artworld following studies at the London School of Economics and
Christie’s Education. As the Director of Magdalena Gabriel Fine Art, she now
works with emerging and established artists to sell unique artworks, prints,
photographs and sculptural works, while also advising a range of
high‑profile private and corporate clients to build world-class collections
of art. Alongside this work, Gabriel is a patron of Tate Modern and has
served as a committee member of the Serpentine Future Contemporaries
since 2014.

“If we as designers, humans, or just people that watch are aware of how we can empower
people… I’m sure we’re going to create a better world by connecting people again to nature, to
humanity and not just to economy.”
LONNEKE GORDIJN
Artist, Studio Drift
Lonneke Gordijn, alongside Ralph Nauta, founded Studio Drift in 2007. Their
focus is on creating multi-disciplinary site-specific interactive installations,
sculptures, objects and films, which propose a distinct mix between the
latest science fiction inspired hi-tech developments and their poetic
imagery. Their work explores existing and new relationships between
nature, technology and mankind, and are in the collections of the V&A
Museum in London, the San Francisco MoMA, the Louis Vuitton Foundation,
the Rijksmuseum and the Stedelijk Museum.

“Is it really just about the art? Is it really only about what we’re doing? Is it not in the end about
spending time together, having a good time, connecting with each other?”
— LONNEKE GORDIJN
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— FRANCIS KÉRÉ

ARTHUR MAMOU-MANI
Architect
Arthur Mamou-Mani is a French architect and director of the
award‑winning practice Mamou-Mani Architects, specialised in a new kind
of digitally designed and fabricated architecture. He is a lecturer at the
University of Westminster and owns a digital fabrication laboratory called
the FabPub which allows people to experiment with large 3D Printers and
Laser Cutters. Since 2016, he is a fellow of The Royal Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. In 2018, he designed
Galaxia, the temple at Burning Man. He has won the RIBA Rising Star Award
2017 and the Gold Prize at the American Architecture Prize for the Wooden
Wave project installed at BuroHappold Engineering.
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JONATHAN REEKIE
Director, Somerset House Trust
Jonathan Reekie began his career at Glyndebourne Opera and then became
General Manager at the Almeida Theatre, founding Almeida Opera. In 1997
he took over as Chief Executive of Aldeburgh Music where he remained until
2014, a transformational period for the organisation culminating in the
Britten Centenary celebrations. In 2014 he became Director of Somerset
House Trust. Reekie has also previously been a trustee to Musica nel
Chiostro Batignano, an arts advisor to the Paul Hamlyn Foundation and is
currently a trustee of the Arts Foundation. He has an Honorary Doctorate in
Music from the University of East Anglia, is an Honorary Fellow of the Royal
Academy of Music, and in 2013 was awarded a CBE for services to music.

STEFANO MANCUSO
Author and Professor of Botany at the University of Florence
Stefano Mancuso has been working as a university professor (professore
ordinario) at the University of Florence since 2001 and is a member of the
Accademia dei Georgofili. Mancuso is a founding member of the
“International Society for Plant Signalling & Behaviour” and director of the
2005 founded LINV “Laboratorio Internazionale di Neurobiologia Vegetale.”

ROYA SACHS
Curator, Lever House Art Collection
HANS ULRICH OBRIST
Artistic Director, Serpentine
Hans Ulrich Obrist is Artistic Director of the Serpentine, London. Prior to
this, he was the Curator of the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris.
Since his first show “World Soup” (The Kitchen Show) in 1991, he has
curated more than 300 shows. Obrist’s recent publications include
Mondialité, Conversations in Colombia, Ways of Curating, The Age of
Earthquakes with Douglas Coupland and Shumon Basar, and Lives of The
Artists, Lives of The Architects.

“The real kernel of design has always been about making our lives better and it’s part of what’s
in Therme, which I think is really exciting.”
— RODMAN PRIMACK

Roya Sachs is an independent curator and artistic director. She is currently
Curator of Lever House Art Collection and Co-Founder of Triadic, a creative
house focussed on cross-disciplinary arts. Roya has presented exhibitions,
performances and installations in collaboration with institutions and
companies including Lever House, Performa, Google, Spring Place, Gertrude,
Mana Contemporary, BOSI Contemporary Gallery, Gerson Zevi Gallery and
LAMB Arts. Her artistic collaborators include Peter Halley, the New York City
Ballet, the Campana Brothers, Karole Armitage, Adam Pendleton, assume
vivid astro focus, Adam McEwen and Katherine Bernhardt, to name a few. She
sits on the Board of Directors at Performa and is Co-Chair of the Performa
Visionaries. Roya is based between New York and London.

“Therme Group is at the forefront of using the newest technologies to create environments that
bring people of all classes, races and genders together.”
— EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON

RODMAN PRIMACK
Ambassador, Design Miami/

EGILL SÆBJÖRNSSON
Artist

Rodman Primack was formerly the Executive Director and Chief Creative
Officer of Design Miami/. He is now the Global Ambassador for the fair and
runs his own AD100 recognised design practice, RP MILLER in New York and
Mexico City. Prior to these roles, Primack was Chairman, London of Phillips de
Pury & Company, served as a Director of Gagosian Gallery in Beverly Hills, as
an Associate Vice President and Head Specialist of Latin American art for
Christie’s in New York, and as a Designer for Peter Marino Architect in New
York. He recently established Building Legacy, an alliance between Design
Miami/ and the United Nations to support the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development in the design and architecture community.

Egill Sæbjörnsson works with the source of language as both a human
and non-human phenomenon and the multitude of meanings it inhabits.
With the technology of new media, his subjects, often sculptural or drawn,
are given voices and mannerisms in an examination of the relationship
between humans and their environment. Rocks take part in philosophical
discussions and trolls run their own perfumeries in Sæbjörnsson’s
performatics. Nothing is too trivial or grandiose for the artist as he uses
new media in a manner similar to a paintbrush, seamlessly bridging
traditional and new media.
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MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ
Founder and CEO of Impact One
Mikolaj Sekutowicz is the Founder and CEO of Impact One, an impact
investment initiative dedicated to the development of projects that target
innovation, infrastructure and culture to address long-term human and
environmental wellbeing. Mikolaj is among others members of the Board at
Therme Group, where he is overseeing the company’s strategic development
and expansion, is Co-Founder and Curator of Therme Art, targeting
wellbeing at the heart of cultural production and initiated the One Health
Research Centre, dedicated to the research of human-environmental
interconnection. Sekutowicz’s approach towards cultural change is rooted
in his belief that symbiosis is at the core of collective wellbeing.

“We want to integrate artworks into our facilities so artists can create immersive spaces where
architecture, technology, and the human body emerge in a harmonious relationship.”
— MIKOLAJ SEKUTOWICZ

SARAH WILSON
Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art History at the Courtauld
Institute of Art
Sarah Wilson is an art historian and curator focussing on contemporary
global art, with special interests in post-war and Cold War Europe, the USSR
and Russia today. Recent publications include The Visual World of French
Theory, Figurations, 2010, (2018, French) and Picasso/Marx and Socialist
Realism in France, 2013. She co-curated the 1st Asian Biennale /5th
Guangzhou Triennale, 2014-5 and received the 2015 International
Association of Art Critics award for Distinguished contribution to art criticism.

“Therme Art is exciting from various points of view. Firstly, the potential of doing something with
audiences which go far beyond the usual parameters of the art world... The baths are going to
take people on unexpected adventures that may not just be sensorial, stimulating or surprising,
but also intellectual.”
— SARAH WILSON

MARC SPIEGLER
Global Director, Art Basel
Marc Spiegler leads Art Basel’s international organisation, including its art
fairs in Basel, Miami Beach, and Hong Kong, its expansion into other art
world activities and digital initiatives. The French-American joined Art Basel
as co-director in 2007, becoming global director in 2012. A visiting professor
in cultural management at Milan’s Bocconi University, Mr Spiegler
previously worked as a journalist for 15 years, writing about the art world
for magazines and newspapers such as The Art Newspaper, Monopol, Art +
Auction, ARTnews, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, and New York Magazine.

NINA GUALINGA
Climate Activist and Indigenous Rights Defender
Nina Gualinga is an activist for the protection of indigenous lands and for
climate justice. Gualinga has been involved in national and international
efforts to address the challenges in the Amazon Rainforest, particularly
related to extractive industries and climate change.

ELISE VAN MIDDELEM
Founder & Chief Impact Officer, SUGi
Elise Van Middelem has 16+ years of experience developing large scale
interdisciplinary projects — from conception through execution — for
companies including Louis Vuitton, Nike, Samsung and Art Basel. She’s a leader
in forging connections between disparate groups by uniting them under a
common purpose. It was during a trek in Upper Mustang, Nepal to plant 200
Apple trees for the local community that SUGi was born. SUGi is the inevitable
coming together of her two passions, art and nature, under one purpose; to
empower anyone anywhere in the world to become a biodiversity builder.
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